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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the relaËive effectiveness of rational

sets and randomly arranged sets of examples and nonexamples of the

geometríc concept parallelogram on sÍ-xth-grade studentst aEtainment

of the concept at the classifcatory and formal level-s. Subjects were

exposed to introductory activities (prematerial instruction) which

prbvided opportuníty for exploratory work and discussíon of the concepË.

A secondary/exploratory purpose of the study was to ínvestigate whether

there was evidence of an interaction between the method of presenting

concept ínstances and the mathematical ability of subjects.

The subjects r,n/ère 105 grade 6 students from two schools, one from

each of two school dívísions ín l"fanitoba. Subjects \,,rere assígned to

groups by stratified random assígnment on Èhe basis of classroom,

studentr s sex, and math abilíty" Teacher ratings were used as a measure

of studentst general mathematical abilíty.

All ínsEructional and test materials r¡rere researcher-developed.

Kuder-Richardson formula 2L reLLability coefficíents for the subtests

at the classíficatory and formal levels \,ì/ere .84 and .77 respectively.

The basic desígn, the posttest - only control group design, was

extended ínto tr¿o other nonorthogonal desÍgns: the treatment X school

and the treatment X naËh abílity designs. Analysis of variance based on

the standard parametric (STP) interpretation was performed separately

on each design, testing at the " 05 level of significance.

The school factor díd not affect results at eiLher level of attain-

ment" No significant treatment effect was found at the classífÍcatory

level. A signíficant treatment effect was found at the formal level

ií



(E = 6"22, p<.01) and (l = 7.56, p<.01) ín favor of rational sets'

when school and" math abílity respectively were used as blocking factors.

A significant effect was found for math ability at both the classifícatory

level (F = 8.77, p < .01) and the formal level (F = 6.19, p < .01).

The interactíon between Ëhe Ëreatmerits and math abilíty I^/as not

sígnificant at eíther level of attainment. An estimate of the strength

of association between the treatment manipulatíon and performance at

the formal level (partial omega squared) was found to be,06; showing

Ëhat 6 percent of the varíarice ín scores could be accounted for by the

treatment manÍpulation independently of marh abilíty.

It was concluded that rational sets facilitated geometric concept

acquísition at the formal level across all levels of math ability. The

strength of the effect was rated as "medium". Irnplicatíons and recom-

mendatíons stressíng the importance of ratíonal sets were advanced for

teachíng geometric concepts to grade 6 students of all levels of math

ability, and for the desígn and selecEíon of instructional materials

to teach geomeLric concepLs.
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Chapter I

THE PROBLE},I AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

concepts are the basis of formal education; principles -

generalizations and rules of procedures - are formulated by means of

concepts. Concepts are Írecessary for improving skí1ls in classification'

discrimination, and generaLíza1ion" Thus, it is important that

techníques be investigated which would assist teachers in improvíng

children's learning of mathematical concepts. Nonexamples of concepts

can play a useful role ín facilitating higher levels of attainment of

mathematics concepts. This study investigated the relatíve effectiveness

on concept attaínment behavior of t\,Io strategies for p'resenting examples

and nonexamples of a geometric concept to sj-xth-grade sLudents"

Introduc tíon

The results of the Manitoba Mathematics Assessment, as presented

19Bl Finalin the Manitoba Mathemat ícs Assessment Program (M. I'I.A.P")

Rep or t,

across

reveal.ed that understanding of geometric terminology was weak

all grade levels. Of particular interest In/as the fact that

geometry concepts at grade 6 appeared to be poorly understood" At

thís level, only 36 percent of the students were able to identíf.y an

obtuse angle, and 49 percent correctly identífied the diameter of a

círcle (M.M.A.P. l9B1 Final Report p" 30)

An examínation of some of the geometry items .on the tests showed

Ëhat the students \^iere required to identify examples of concepËs from

anong diagrams showing examples and nonexamples of the concepts. Such

ítems reflect skills at the classificatory level of concept atLaínment,

as defÍned by Klausmeier (L976a) " Hence, one can say that the MaËhematícs
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AssessmenL showed that grade 6 students experienced problems at the

classificatory level of attainment of geometric concepts"

Prelimínary work conducted with grade 5 students in June, 1983, as

part of this research, found simílar dífficultíes for the concepts

equilateral Lriangle, quadrilateral, and parallelogram". Students vrere

required to respond to ítems tesËing concept attainment at the concrete,

identity, classíficatory, and formal levels, defined according Ëo

Klausmeier,,Ghatala, and Frayer (L974) and Diluzio, Katzenmeyer, and

Klausmeier (L975), Students r,^/ere found to perf orm satisfactorily at

the concrete and identity levels, but very poorLy at the classífícatory

and formal levels (See Appendix A). For example, in one set of test

iËems on the concept parallelogram, gíven 17 ínstances to classify,

64 percent of the students correctly classified less than 10 instances,

while 96 percent of the students scored less than 4 out of 10 on iËems

at the formal level.

Background to the Problem

Research involving the role of nonexamples in concept learning

has not always indícated that nonexamples are useful. In fact, some

researchers (Ausube1, Novak, & Hanesian, L97B; Bruner, Goodnow, & Austín,

L953; Bruner & Anglin, L973; Cherníck, L975; Ma1o, 1975; Sheel, 1981) have

pointed to detrimental effects due to the use of nonexamples. However,

other studíes (Bourne & Guy, 1968; Cohen & Carpenter, l98O; Cook, 1981;

Dienes, 1,964; Gage, L977; Shumway, L97L, L974i Shumway & Lester, L974;

Tennyson, I973) have stressed the usefulness of nonexamples ín, concept

learning "

A number of studíes (Feldman, L972, L975; Klausmeíer & Feldman, L973,

I975: McMurray, L975; McMurray, Bernard, Klausmeíer, Schilling, & Vorwerk,
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L977; Tennyson, L973; Tennyson, I,r7oo11ey, & Merrí11 , L972; Tennyson, Steve,

& Boutwell, L975; Tennyson, Chao, & Youngers, 1981) have found that when

nonexamples are presented in ratíonal sets, concept acquisitíon ís

enhanced. These studies suggesË that nonexamples of a concept may

facilitate learning only when they are matched with examples in such a

manner as to foeus attentíon on the relevant attributes of the concept"

Thís is the basis of rational sets of examples and nonexamples" These

studÍes have, however, not clearly shown how the ability of the students

ís relaËed to the effectiveness of rational sets of examples and non-

examples.

Despíte the írnplication from the research that ratíonal sets better

facilitate concept acquisition, only one research (Tennyson, Steve, &

Boutwe11, L975) was located ín which the effects of ratíonal sets \^rere

dírectly investigated relatíve to randomly arranged sets of examples

and nonexamples, However, this research did not involve mathematics

concepts" A related study by Cohen & Carpenter (1980) seemed Ëo refute

the fíndíngs of Tennyson et al" (L975), by concluding that the method

of presenting examples and nonexamples for a geometríc concept made no

difference at the classificatory level.

Many studíes in whích the effects of nonexamples and different ways

of presentíng rational sets have been investigated, have tended to make

the prematerial instructional phase (introducËory actívíties) somer¡hat

superficial. In some cases (Shumway, L97L, L974; Shumway & Lester, L974;

Tennyson et al., L975) Èhis phase merely involved defining Lhe concept

or provídíng a brÍef íntroduction at a computer terminal; Cohen and

Carpenter (1980) showed a videota.ped lesson which students watched and/

or listened; while other studíes (Klausmeier & Feldman, L973, L975;
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Tennyson, Chao, & Youngers, 19Sl) merely ínvolved the researcherst

reading the definition of the concept and the terms to be used whíle

the children listened.. After whích studenLs rn/ere presented wíth

examples and nonexarnples of the concept

A number of maLhematÍcs educaËors have questioned such a super-

ficial ínstructional phase. According to Geeslin (L974), merely

parading examples and nonexamples of a concept ín front of students

is not a paradigm for learníng; some díscussion of the concept should

be conducted before (or after) Ëhe presentation. Cooney (L976) lnas

questioned the applicabilíty of research involvíng self-instructional

booklets to the actual classroom sítuation. Cohen and Carpenter (1980)

have recommended that the scope and sequence of the ínstrucËional phase

should be a reflectíon of acËual classroom behavior (p" 163). However,

Slout and Shumway (1981) have suggested that this depends on whether

the research is trying to develop theory or val-idate theory.

Polya (7977) has stressed the importance of provídíng students wiËh

opportunity for exploraËory work prior to beíng presented with the

concept definition. Students should have some opportuníty to actively

engage in searching for some of the crítícal attributes of a concept,

príor to being exposed Ëo prínted instructional materíal ínvolving

examples and nonexamples of the concept. Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin

(f956) and Kl-ausmeíer (I976b) have emphasized the importance of first

establishing an intention on the part of students to learn concepËs.

Statement of the Problem

Research L¡as needed to determine the relative effectíveness of

ínstructíon usíng ratíonal sets of examples and nonexamples and ínstruction

usíng randomly arranged dets, in facilitating higher levels of geometríc
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concept attaínment among sixth-grade students, when students have been

given opportuníty to do exploratory work and díscuss the concept prior

to studyíng ínstructional materíals. Research r.vas al-so needed to determíne

whether there ís an ínteracËion between the methods of presenting concept

instances and the mathematical ability of students, in influencing

concept attainment behavior.

Specifícally, the stud.y sought to ans\,üer the followíng questíons:

f) If premateríal instrucÈíonal actívities which refl-ect actual classroom

experiences are provided for students prior to their beíng presented

\,Jith printed ínstructional materials, would sixth-grade students who

study rational sets of examples and nonexamples of the geometric concept

arallelo am perform better at the (a) classificatory and (b) formal

levels of concept attainment than students who study randomly arranged

sets ?

Secondary/exploratory research questions were:

2) Is there evídence of an interactíon between the method of presenting

concept insËances and the mathenatical ability of the students?

3) I^lhat proportíon of the varj-ance in concept atËainment scores can be

attributed to the treaLment manipulatíon, independently of Ëhe effects

of math abilíty?

Hypotheses

The fotl-owing hypothesís was advanced regarding research question l):

Students who study rational sets of examples and nonexamples of the

concept will perform at a higher level than students who are presented

with randomly arranged sets, for both the (a) classificatory and (b) formal

levels of concept attainment"
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The ratíonale underlying the above hypothesis ís based on the

findíngs of prevíous research. The facílitatíve effects of rational

seËs of examples and nonexamples on studentst concept attainment

behavior:rhave been demonstrated by previous research. These sLudies

involved concepts in differenÈ subject areas and across different age

groups: Feldman (1972), symmetry; Klausmeier and Feldman (L973, 1975),

equilateral triangle; Tennyson (1973), adverbs; Tennyson, trriool1ey, and

Merrill (L972), trochaíc meter; Tennyson, Steve, and Boutwell (1975),

RX, Crystals and adverbs; Tennyson, Chao, and Youngers (1981), equilateral

tríangle; McMurray, Bernard, Klausmeier, Schilling, and Vorwerk (L977),

equilateral triangle and the concept of Ëree; Suebsonthi (fg8f), regular

polygons. Tennyson et al, (1981) have found that when ínstructional

materíals ínvolvíng rational sets are presented in an exposÍtory-

interrogatory format, concept attainment ís enhanced.

Hence, on the evidence of the above research, one would expect

that students who study rational sets (presented in an expository-

ínterrogatory form) , r^rould better develop the gener aLization and discrimi-

nation skills necessary for concept attainment at the classíficatory and

formal levels than subjects receiving randomly arranged sets of examples

and nonexamples" One would further expect that Ëhe results should noË

depend on Ëhe nâture of the íntroductory activities to which students

are exposed prior to studying the instructional materials.

Null hypotheses. The followí ng nul1 hypotheses served to guíde

interpretation of the results of the research:

J- There is no significant difference ín mean performance at the

classificatory leve1 between subjects who study ratíonal sets of examples

and nonexamples and subjects r¿ho study randomly arranged sets.
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2. There is no sígnificant difference in mean performance at the

formal level between subj ecËs who study rational sets of examples and

nonexamples and subjects who study randomly arranged sets.

3. There ís no sígnificant Ínteraction between the method of presentíng

concept instances and the math ability of subjects for performance at

the classífícatory level.

4. There is no significant interaction between the method of presenting

concept instances and the math ability of subjects for performance at

the formal level.

Sisnificance of the Problem

According Èo Tennyson et a1. (198f):

Concept learning ís directly related to manÍpulatíon
of the presentatíon form, and this.,manipulation
should be included in the design of concept-learning
lessons. (p. 333)

However, designíng instructional material involving rat.ional sets

of examples and nonexamples of a concept, is much more time-consuming

and technical than designing randomly arranged sets. Hence, it ís

important that the relative effectiveness of these two methods of

presenting concept ínstances be compared, in order to determíne whether

the extra effort and time involved in desígníng rational sets would be

a worthwhife ínvestment on the part of teachers and curriculum

developers "

Thís study would extend research involving the presentation of

examples and nonexamples of concepts by ensuring that the prematerial

instructional phase reflects actual classroom behavior. According to

Klausmeier (I976b):

At the outset..,the learner ís engaged actively
ín searching behaviors dírected towards learníng
the particular concept or concepts at a higher level
of attainment. (p. 207)
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Such instructíon may engage the learners in an actíve search for

the attributes whích dístinguish examples from nonexamples. However,

such ínstruction and activities are required regardless of the kind of

practÍce ínstructíonal material provided for students. Duríng mathematics

classroom instructíon, ít is quite possible Ëhat teachers would provide

such activiLies for chíldren wíËhout necessarily followíng them up with

instructional material involving rational sets. Hence, the prematerial

instructional phase constitutes an important aspect of this research.

A secondary/exploratory purpose of Ehís research examines the role

of math abilíty. Accordíng to Skemp (1971, p. 29), the ability to learn

concepts among conditions of great ttnoise" (such as would occur when

using nonexamples) Ís a feature of hígh intelligence" i(lausmeier et al.

(I974) have noted that one reason research has shor¡n superior concept

mastery by hÍgh achieving students is that they are more likely to have

dÍscriminated and named attributes than low achieving children of the

same age (p" 187) "

It seems líkely, therefore, that the effectíveness of any method

of presentíng instances of geometric concepts, may interact with the

abílíty of students in Ínfluencing concept attainment behavíor, since

abilíty influences the extent to r,rhích students can discriminate between

crítical and varíable attríbutes of a concept. If there ís evidence

of an Ínteractj-on effect, then hypotheses for future research can be

advanced to further investigate such interaction"

The thírd (exploratory) research questíon addresses the íssue of

practical versus statístical signíficance" Research has reported

statistÍcally sígnificant results regarding the facilitatíve power of

rational sets on concept. IearnÍng; however, the research has given no
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índication as Lo what proportion of the variaËion in concepÈ aËtainment

behavÍor can actually be attributed Èo rational sets índependently of

other factors, Keppel (1982) and Maxwell, Camp, and Arvey (1981) have

emphasized the ímportance of estímating some measure of strength of

assocíation to assist in interpreting results, since statístical

signífícance is greatly influenced by sarnple síze" Hence, a Èrivial

difference can be found to be statistically sígnifícant if the sample

size ís large enough".

The present study has emerged as a result of the findings of the

Manitoba Mathematics Assessment, which has híghlighted the need for

ímproving the teaching/Learníngof geometríc concepts". This research

may provide insight into possible strategíes for improving studentsl

acquisítíon of geometríc concepts; as well as, províding insight into

criteria for the desígn and selection of instructional materials and

textbooks to be used in the teaching of geometric concepts.

Definítion of Terms

The following definitions descríbe the major terms as used in the

problem statement and throughout this study.

ç-sessg

A concept is a set of specifíc objects, symbols, or events whích

are grouped together on the basis of shared characterístics and which

can be referenced by a partícular name or symbol (Merrill & Tennysonn

1977) "

Concept DefÍnition

A concept defÍnition is a statemenÉ identifyíng each of the crítical

attributes and indicating how these attributes are combined.
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AtËributes

AËtributes are defined according to Merrill and Tennyson (L977) 
"

Attribute is a special name used to refer to Ëhe characteristics

thaË determíne whether a particular symbol or object ís a member of a

partícular class"

A Crítical Attribute ís a characterístíc necessary for determíning

class membershíp.,

A Variable Attríbute is a characteristíc shared by some buÈ not all

members of the class. It is not necessary for determíning class member-

ship.

Instances

Instances are defíned according to Merrill and Tennyson (1977).

Instance ís a general term used to refer to both members and

nonmembers of a concept. class.

Ar BXg*pl= is a member of the concept class under consid.eration.

A Nonexampl-e ís any ínstance which is not a member of the conc ept

class under consíderatíon.,.

RatíonaI Sets of Examples and Nonexamples

A ratíonal set consísts of at leasÈ two divergent examples each

matched to a nonexample (Tennyson et a1., 1981). The set of examples

should cover all possibilítíes (Markle & Tiemann, L97O); that is, the

ratíonal set must include enough examples of the írrelevanË attributes

for them to be varied and thus not be accepted as beíng critícal

attríbutes (Sowder, 1980) "

Examples are dívergent when their variable (Írrelevant) attributes

are as different as possible, Examples should differ from each other

as much as possible while still belonging to the concept class.
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An example and nonexample are rnatched when their variable

(irrelevant.) attributes are as símilar as possíb1e" A nonexample

should resemble an example as closely as possible while still beíng

clearly outside the concept class.

Randomly Arranged Sets of Examples and Nonexamples

A selection of varíed examples and nonexamples arranged in random

order 
"

PresenËation Forms

Presentation forms are defíned according to Tennyson et al. (1981).

Expositorv Dresentation form Examples and nonexamples are presented

Ín raËíonal sets røith explanatíons'asto why particular geometric fígures

are not examples of the concept.

Interro tory presentation form" The student is required to

determine whether or not a given ínstance is an example of the concept;

beside each ínstance ís a set of quesËions which focuses the studentts

attentÍon on the critical attributes. Following each set of responses

Ëhe student receíves the correct ansvrers.

ExposiEorv-ínterro gatory presentation form. A combínation of the

above presentation

expository format,

forms such that half of the materíal

whí1e half reflects an interrogatory

reflects an

formaË.

Levels of Concept Attaínment

The tr¡o dependent variables, the (1) classífícatory and (2) formal

levels of concept attainment, aïe defined according to Klausmeier (I976a),

and are measured in rhis study by scores obtained on reseaïch-.developed

subtests at each level. Objectives and item types have been adapted

from Klausmeier et a1. (1974) and Diluzío er al. (l-g71) 
"
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Classificator level. Attainment of a concept at the classificatory

level ís inferred when the individual treats at least two dífferent

examples of the same class as equivalent, even though he may not be

able to describe the basis for his response. At a hígher level the

individual can correctly classify a large number of instances as examples

and nonexampl-es, but cannot accurately describe the basís for t,he groupíng

ín terms of defíníng attTibutes"

Specific objectives for the concept parallelogram employed in this

research are as follows. The student should be able to:

1" Select the name of the concept, given an example of iÈ"

2. Select an example of the concepË, given the concept name.

3. Select a nonexample of the concept, given the concept name.

4" Idenrify the examples and nonexamples of the concept, given a large

number of ínstances"

Iormal 1evel. Attainment of a concept at the formal level is

inferred when the indívídual can give the name of the concept, can

accurately designate instances as belongíng or not belonging to the

concept class, and can state the basis for their inclusion or exclusion

in terms of the defíning attríbutes.

In this study, measuremenË of concept aËtainment at the formal level

íncludes the following skílls/objectíves:

1. Díscrimination and naming attríbutes: an assessment of the studentrs

abí1íty to label and discrimínate the societally-accepred attrÍbutes of

Ëhe concept parallelogram" Students should be able to: a) select an

ínstance of the attríbute, gíven its name; b) select the name of the

attribute, gíven an instance of it; and c) gÍven t\,üo groups of fígure

drawings, the student should be able to identífy the aËtribute which
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fits all the drawings ín one group but does not fit all the drawÍngs

in the second group".

2" Inferring of relevant and irrelevant attributes. The student should

be able to: a) select the name of the relevant attrlbute of the concept,

given the name of the concept; and b) select the name of rhe irrelevant

attribute of the concept, given the concept name.

3. Eval-uatíng and defining: an assessment of the studentrs abílity to

define the concept parallelogram and to evaluate ínst.ances as belongíng

or not belonging to the set "parallelogram" based on the presence or

absence of Ëhe defíning attribuËes" The student should be able Eo:

a) select the name of the conceptn given its definition; b) select

the definítíon of the concept, given the concept name; and c) given a

drawing of a parallelogram on one síde of the page, and three other

fÍgure drawings on the opposíte side of the page, the student should be

able to determine ín what way the first drawíng (parallelogram) differs

from the other drawings.

Prematerial Inst.ructÍon

Prematerial ínstruction refers to instruction and acËivitíes whích

are provided for sEudents by a Leacher before they are given printed

instrucÈional material to study. The Ínstruction and actÍvities relate

directly to the c.ontent on the printed material.

Premateríal instruction whích reflecËs actual classroom experiences

refers to íntroductory actívitíes whích provide some opportunity for

students to engage in exploratory work, and to verífy (and verbalLze)

the crÍtíca1 attributes of the concept"
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Mathematical Abilitv

A measure of a studentrs general abílíty to perform at mathematical

tasks. Mathenatícal abÍI-ity has been determined ín this study by

teachersr (íntuitive) ratings of studentst general maËh abílity, as

being hígh, average, or low,

Methodology

Following ís an overvíew of the methodological considerations under-

lying the planning and execution of this research. Such considerations

rel-ate to the research desígn, instrumentation, and analysis of daËa.

On the basj-s of the generally weak performance shown by students

at the end of grade 5, for attaínment of the concept parall-elogram at

the classificatory and formal levels, no pretest l^ias necessary ín thÍs

research. The postËest - only control group desígn v/as appropriate as

a basic design for answeríng research question one"

To acquire a suffíciently large number of grade 6 students, subjecËs

were taken from two schools; these schools had to be taken frorn dífferent

school divisions. Stratifíed random assignment to treatment groups in

each classroom, and according to student's sex and mathematical abilíty,

along with random assignment of treatments to groups, served to neutralize

the effects of any differences within groups and between groups"

To ansr.rrer research questíons two and three, it was necessary to

extend the basic design into a treatment X math ability factorial

design. Since the schools involved in the research were from different

school divisions, it was also informative to extend the basíc design

into a treatment X school design in order to determine whether the

school factor influenced the results. Thís ís ín accordance r,ríth the
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suggestions of Keppel'(L982), who has stressed the importance of

ar.aLyzirng the effects of control factors used in an experíment; unanalyzed

control factors may contríbuLe to error variance.

The school factor did not constitute a crucíal aspect of this

research. Hence, these two designs (the treatment X math ability and

the treatment X school) were analyzed separately for each dependent

variable in order to avoíd meaningless interactions.

Instructional materials reflecting the different treatment conditíons

had to be designed., Merríll and Tennyson (L977) and Tennyson et al. (198f)

have provided guidelines for concept lesson design based on rational sets,

which had to be adapted for the concept parallelogram; material- involvÍng

randomly arranged sets \^7ere then designed, controlling for extraneous

factors. A pilot study served as a trial for instructional materials,

and appropriate modíficatíons were then made to ínstruments, and procedures

for administration"

A posttest, r^/ith subtests measuríng skills at the classíficatory

and formal levels of concept aËtainment, also had to be designed, since

such a (standardízed) test \^/as not available for the concept parallelogram.

Objectives and íËem types for designing such tests have been advanced

be Klausmeíer et al" (L974) for quadrilaterals, and Diluzio eË al. (1975)

for the equilateral triangle, Appropriate objectives and íËem types

had to be selected and adapted for the design of the posttest in this

research. Kuder-Richardson formula 21 (K-R 21) internal consistency

relíabílity coeffícient was then estímated using data from the pí1ot

s tudy.
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Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

Choíce of an ANOVA strategy for analyzing nonorthogonal designs,

that ís, designs with unequal cell sízes, must be given careful

consideration" For such designs different interpretations could be

attached to the usual null hypotheses tested Ín orthogonal designs.

Given a typical two-factor ANOVA desígn, the usual null hypotheses

of Ínterest are:

Hrt no difference ín row main effects,
H-: no dífference in column main effects,c
H, I no lnteraction" (Herr & Gaebel_eín, 7978, p" 208)

l_

In anaLyzing the daËa from a nonorthogonal design, one is concerned

wíth some particular i-nterpretation of Hr, H", and H.. The sum of

squares (SS) that will be used in testíng each hypothesis will be

determined by the choice of ínterpretations (Herr & Gaebeleín, r978,

p' 2L0) " Herr & Gaebelein have ídentifíed five choj-ces of interpretations:

a) the standard parametríc (srP); b) each main effect adjusted for the

other (EAD); c) hierarchical with rows first and. columns adjusted for

rows (HRC); d) híerarchícal wÍth colurnns fÍrst and rows adjusted for

columns (HCR) ; and e) weighted means (I,üTM) (p. 2f0).

The STP was employed in thís research because the hypotheses related

Èo thj-s strategy are the same as those tested in a desígn with equal

cell sizes; that is, they do not ínvolve weighËed means (Herr & Gaebelein

L978, p" 2L2)" rnterpretation of the above hypotheses is therefore

unqualified.. The srP strategy tests the equality of unweighted means,

and hence, !,/as most appropriate for this research.

Computer program" The c omputer package associated wíth the

statistícal Analysis system (sAS) includes four types of least squares

sum of squares (Type 1-, Type rr, Type rrr, Type rv) for the analysís
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of nonorthogonal

(Proc GLM) (SAS

designs using the General Linear Models Procedure

USERI S GUIDE , L9B2). Type TII sum of squares (SS) are

based on the STP strategy, and hence, Trere appropriate for Èhis research"

The Type III tests possess the followíng properties:

1. The hypothesís for an effect does not ínvolve
parameters of other effects except for
containing effects (which it must involve to
be estimable).

2" The hypotheses to be tested are invariant to
the ordering of effects ín the model.

3" The hypotheses are the same hypotheses that
are tested if there are no míssing cel1s.
They are not functions of cell counts.

4. The SS do not normally add up to the model
SS. (SAS USER'S GUIOB 1982, p.165)

All statistical- tests r,¡ere conducted at the.05 level of sígnificance.

A Measure of Strength of Assocíation

According to Maxwell, Camp, and Arvey (1981):

All other things beíng equal, the measure of
strength obtaíned for an effect decreases as
other powerful effects are included ín the
design. (p" 530)

To answer research questíon three, it was necessary to obtain a

measure of the strength of an effect relative to error varíance rather

than total variance" Maxwell et al. (1981) have recommended the use

of partíal omega squared; parLíal measures are not dependent on the

strengths of other effects in the design"

Hence, use of partial omega squared wíth the dala from the ANOVA

sunmary table for the treatment X math abílity desÍ-gn, provided an

estimate of the strength of the effect of the treatment manipulatíon,

independently of the effects of marh abilíry" Keppel (1982) has

suggested that estimates of the strength of assocíatíon between

treatment effects and a dependent varíable may be meaníngful even
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Ì,./hen results are nonsignificant. However, some statisticians are

noË convínced of the usefulness of such esLimates when treatment

effects are not statistically signíficant (Maxwell et al-., 19Bl) 
"

Partial omega squared \^/as to be computed only in the event of a signíficant

treatment main effect,

Assumptions

The folloiwng assumptions !Íere associated wíth the procedures

employed in thÍs research:

1. The generally low performance at the classificatôry and formal

1eve1s of attainment of the concept parallelogram, established during

the preliminary pí1ot work wíth students at the end of grade 5, was a

true reflection of the weaknesses in the population/experimental sample.

Thís was a plausible assumption since the research was conducred early

in the grade 6 year, and little or no work in geometry had yet been

started in the experimental classes. The parallelogram had not been

taught "

2. The average level of mastery of the concepË in treatment groups v/as

Ëhe same followÍng the prematerial instructíonal phase" Stratífied

random assignment of subjects to treatment groups, and'random assignment

of treatments to groups, served to neutralize the effects of the pre-

material ínsËrucLíon. Hence, groups could be assumed to be balanced.

3. Subjects T¡/ere not exposed to other work involving the concept

parallelogram throughout the duration of the experiment.

4. Three subjecËs were lost duríng the course of the research. Since

the loss of these subjects \^ras not related to the treatmenLs, such loss

could be assumed to be random 1oss. Hence, the randomized nature of

the treatment groups \,üas not af fected.
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The followíng assumptions are associated with the use of analysis

of varíance in the statísLícal analysÍs of data (Keppel, 1982, pp" 85-

B7):

5. The indívidual tTeatment populations are normally dístribuËed.

6. The variances of the different treatment populations are homogeneous.

7. The error components are independent both r¿ithin groups and between

groups; thaË is, each observation is in no !'/ay related to any other

observation in the experíment"

Independence is usually obtaíned by random assignment to treatment

groups (Keppel-, L982, p" 87). Random assignment uras a feaLure of the

research design employed ín thís investigatíon.

Limitations

Certain limítations should be noted.

Fírstly, the study involved sixth-grade students from five mathematícs

groups in two schools, one from each of two school dívisíons in Manitoba.

Since these schools \../ere not randomly selected, caution would have to be

exercísed in generaLízíng conclusions to all sixth-grade students ín the

school divisions"

Secondly, the instructional and test materials were designed based

on one geometríc concepto the parallelogram, fr.om the elementary school

sixth-grade currículum" Hence, there ís no guarantee that a simí1ar

result would be obtained for other geometríc concepts.

Thirdly, test items on the classificatory level and the formal

level subtests only requíred stud.erits to se-lect instances and attributes

respectívely" Ihere v/ere no ítems requíring subjects to produce (that

is, draw) Ínstances and attributes.
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Fourthly, mathematical ability \.r7as measured by teacher ratíngs of

subjectsr general abil-ity Eo perform at mathematical tasks" Since

teacher ratings may not be as reliable as ratings based on standardized

test resulËs, conclusions which relaËe to math ability must be regarded

as suggestíve.

Finally, interpretatíon of partial omega squared as a measure of the

strength of associatíon between the treatments and Lhe dependent varíables,

can only be made within the context of the research. Thus, for example,

the value of partíal omega squared may not be generalízable to research

involving more than two methods of presentíng concept ínstances, and

for whích the prematerial instructional phase lras not a reflectíon of

classroom experiences"

In a posttest only control group design, mortality or loss of

subjects, is a potentíal threat to Ínternal validity (Gay, 1981).

However, because of the short duratíon of the research in any one

school, random loss of subjects could easily be monitored. Such

random loss was corrected for by the analysís of variance.

Ors.anízaLion of the Remaínder of the ThesÍs

The remaínder of thethesÍs is organized as follows:

In Chapt,er 2, the importance of concepts in the development of

íntellectua1 skil1s ís discussed, with partícular emphasis on the

Conceptual Learning and Development (CLD) model. Strategies for

ínstructional design are díscussed" The CLD model is related to other

general theories of concept teachíng/learning.

Chapter 3 revíews related literature on the effect.s of nonexamples

in concept teaching; particularly, as related to the effectiveness of
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rational sets of teaching examples and nonexamples" In Chapter 4,

details of the populatíon and sample, research design, the design of

instruments, and data collection procedures are provided.

In Chapt.er 5, the data are descríbed and analyzed; Lhe results of

the analysis are summarized in terms of the (nu11) hypotheses and

research questions of thís research. Chapter 6 provide's a statement of

the conclusíons Ëhat have been drawn from the research, and the conclusions

are related to the theory surroundíng the effects of rational sets.

Implications for the teaching of geometric concepts are advanced, and

recommendatíons are made regard.ing the teaching of geometry and for

further research.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CONCEPT LEARNING
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECTUAL SKILLS

This chapter presents a detaí1ed descríption of the Conceptual

Learning and Development (CLD) model and its relat.ed methodology as

advanced by Herbert Klausmeíer (Klausmeier, Sipple, & Frayer, I973;

Klausmeier, Ghatala, & Frayer, L974; Klausmeier, L976a, I976b; Klausmeier,

Allen, Sipple, & Inlhite, Lg76). The CLD model is then compared and

contïasted with selected aspects of theories of concept learning andfor

intellectual development as perceíved by other learning theorísts:
)Ausubel, Gagnei, Bruner, and Piaget. The nature and importance of concepts

are examÍned" The purpose of the comparisons ís to place the CLD model

ín perspective wÍth other general theories of concept learning" The

chapter also attempts to show thaÈ the general methodology underlying

the CLD model is reflected in the theories propound.ed.bymathematícs

educators regardíng the teachíng/learning of mathematical concepts.

The Conceptual Learning and Development (CLD) Model

Klausmeier, Ghatala, and Frayer (L974) define a concept as,

"...ordered information about the propertÍes of one or more things -

objects, events, or processes - that enables any particular thíng or

class of things to be dífferentiated fromandalso related to other things

or classes of thÍngs" (p. 4). Concepts are mental constructs which are

learned by an indivídual ín a manner which is ínfluenced by prevíous

learníng experíences and his/her maturational pattern. These concepts

assist the individual in relating to hís/her environment, The learning

of concepts ís affected by the nature of the concepts themselves. Concepts

22
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that. possess a large number of relevant attributes and a high degree

of abstractness provide gr:eaËer dÍfficulty to learn. The diffículty

in learning concepts is also a funcÈion of Èhe defining rule

(p. 2L4) "

Concepts enable the indívídual to classify newly encountered

objects or events, A concept that has been mastered can be generalized

to all possible noninstances including those which closely resemble

the members of the concept class. Not only does the acquísítion of

concepts enable the índividual to identify examples and nonexamples

of each particular concept, but accordÍng to Kalusmeier et al. (1974), ít

permits the indivídual Èo relaËe concepts to one another in terms of

supraordinate - subordinate relationships.

Buí1díng on Ehe results of longitudínal studies on concept

attainment (Klausmeier eL al" , L974; Klausmeier, Sipple, & Inlhíte , I9731'

Klausmeier, Allen, Sipple, & Inlhíte, L976), Klausmeíer (L976a) has

presenËed a rnodel of conceptual learníng and development which

incorporates four levels of concept attainment: concrete, identity,

classificaLory, and formal" Figure 1 represents a diagrammatíc represen-

taËion of the CLD model.

According to Klau-smeíer (I976a)., the CLD model provides a theoreËical

framework for research on conceptual development and learning as children

progress through school. The model enables researchers todescríbe concept

attainment abilíty in Ëerms of the prerequisi-te mental operatíons required

at different levels of attainmenË, and the external conditions and.for

ínstructional consideratíons that facilitate learníng at each 1evel.
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LEVELS OF CONCEPT
ATTAINMENT

CONCEPT EXTENSION
AND USF,

r

I
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I
L

Concrete Level

Using the concept in solving
simple problems

Identity Leael

Classiftcatory Leuel

Acquiring

rrmembering

the nsmes

concept

ettribu tes

of the

and its

¡nd

Fotmal Leuel

Generelizing to positive
instances of the concept
and discriminating
noninstances

Cognizing supraordinate,
coordinate, and sub-

ordinate relationships
Cognizing cause-antl'effect,

correlational, protr-
ability, antl othcr
relation sh i ps

Using the concept in solving
problcrns

Figure 1. Levels of concept atl-ainment, extension, and utilízation.
The solid lines and arro\.{s indicate a prerequisite relationship. The

broken lines indícate a possible but not prerequisite relatíonship.
(From Klausmeier, I976a, p. 6).

Concept Attainment

The four levels of concept attainment form ân hierarchical system;

that is, as the individual masters the prerequisite mental operatÍons at

a partícular level and. has attained the concept at a príor level, he/she

progresses from one level to the next. The mental operatíons at a

particular level are a function of maturation and learning. An indÍvídualrs

learning of concepts at a particular level is facilítated by instruction

which specifical-ly caters to the individualrs level of conceptual

development. Further, the extent to which an individual can use a concept

is dependent on the level of concept attainment.

Concrete level. trdhen an individual recognizes an object that has

lteen prevíously encounlered, one may infer that the concept has been

attained at the concrete level. Attainment of a concept aË the concrete

level involves the follo\^/ing mental operations: attendíng to the
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feaEures of the object, díscriminatíng the object from other objects,

and recognízÍ:ng the object as the same one previously encountered

(Klausmeier, L976a, p- B)"

Identity level. Concept attainment at the ídentity level may be

inferred when a person recognizes an object as the same one encountered

on a prior occasion when the object is observed from a differenË per-

spective or sensed in a different nodality. At the identity level the

índividual is also ínvolved in attending, discriminating, and remembering

as at the concrete level. However, apart from merely díscriminating

different forms of the same object, concept attainment at the identity

level requires that the learner generalíze the forms of the particular

object as equivalent (Klausmeier, I976a, .p. 9).

Classificatory level" At the classificatory level the individual

should be able to generalize that Lr^io or more things are alike in some

\day. At the lowest level of mastery withín the classifícatory leve1,

at least two dífferent ínstances of the same concept class are treaËed

as equivalent; however, the índívidual cannot gÍve the basis for theír

classificatíons" At a higher level of mastery the indívídual can

classify a large number of instances as examples or nonexamples of a

concept even though he/she sËílI may not be able to define the concept

or explain the basis for theír classífications in terms of the crítical

attributes of the concept class (Klausmeier, I976a, pp. 10-lf).

Formal level. One may infer that a concept has been atËained at

the formal level \^/hen an índividual can name the concept, name its

critical attributes, accurately classify instances as being examples or

nonexamples of a eoncept" class, and evaluate ínstances ín terms of the

presence or absence of the defíning attributes. Concept attainment at
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the formal level typícally involves the following kinds of menÈal

operations and sËrategies (Klausmeier, L976a¡ pp" rr-13): acquiring

and remembering the concept name, acquíring and remembering the names

of the attrÍbutes, acquirÍng the prior menËal operations at the classi-fÍ-

catory level, and discriminatÍng the attributes of the concept.

Both inductive and deductive operatíons are ínvolved. Inductive

operations ínclude hypothesizíng the relevant attributes and/or rules,

cognizíng the common attribuÈes and/or rules of positive ínstances,

remembering hypotheses, and evaluating hypotheses usíng positi-ve and

negative instances" Deductive operaËions include assimilatíng the concept

name and definition, as i¿e1l as verbal descriptions of examples an¿ non-

exampleso remembering the verbal material, and evaluatÍng acÈual or

verbal examples and nonexamples in terms of the presence or absence of

the critical attríbutes.

Principles of concep tual development. Research conduc ted by

Klausmeier and hís associaËes involving the concepts equilateral triangle,
noun' tree' and cuttÍng tool have 1ed Ëo the following principles under-

lyíng conceptual development (Klausmeier, I976a, pp.. L7-22):

r" concepts are attained at four successively higher levels ín an

invariant sequence" Fíve general patterns have emerged from the

research: a) The individual rnay faíl the test aË all four levels of
concept attaínment; b) pass at the concreLe 1evel and faÍ1 aL. the other

levels; c) pass at the concrete and identity levels but fail at Ëhe

classi-ficatory and formal levels; d) pass the Lest at the first three

levels and faí1ed at the formal level; and., e) pass at the four revels"
2- The attaínment 1evel of any given concept varíes among childre' of

the same age.
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3. The same chil-dren attaín various concept at different rates,

4. Use of concepts in unders,tandíng supraordinate-subordínate

relationshíps, understanding principles, and so1-ving problems improves as

concepts are learned at successively higher levels.

5. Concept attainment at the various levels and the three uses listed

in number four above, are facilítated when the individual has the name

of the concept and its attributes"

Research conducted by Rampaul (f976) has found that scores on the

CLD batËeries for the concepls noun, tree, and equilateral triangle

correlate highty with scores orì other standardízed tests involvíng concepË

acquisition. Rampaul found a high positive relationship between the CLD

measures and measures of school achievement " As noted by Klausmeier

(L976a), the knowledge about conceptual learníng and instructíon which

has emerged from the research is sufficiently complete to províde useful

guidelines for the design of ínstructional materials to effectively teach

concepts "

Instructional Design

Based on a revÍew of related research, Klausmeier (L976b) has

described a general desígn of instruction associated with the CLD

model. Thís design elaborates on suggestions advanced by Klausmeíer

et al. (1974). Eíght basíc steps are Ínvolved in conductíng a concept

analysís for instructíon (Klausmeier, L976b, pp" L92-203):

1. Outlíne the taxonomy or the hierarchy which incorporates the target

concept. Figure 2 illustrates a concept taxonomy for the concept

parallelogram.
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Po1 s

Other Pentagon Quadr ateral Tr g1e

Other Paral logram K te Tr ezoid

Rec e Rhombus Other

Square Other Square Other

Figure 2. Concept taxonomy for a parallelogram. The superordínate
concept is quadrilateral. Coordinate concepts are parallelogram, kíte,
and trapezoið, Subordinate concepts are rectangler' rhombus, and square.

According to Klausmeier (I976a) 
" a taxonomy díffers from an hierarchy

in that a taxonomy specifíes inclusive-exclusíve relationships among

classes of things, whereas an hierarchy specífies an ordered relationshíp

among thíngs based on such principles as ímportance, dependency, or

priority. In an hierarchy the order ín which an entity occurs in the

hierarchy deËermines when it should be taught; the assumption is that

the learning of ne\,r material depends on masEery of prevíous material in

the hierarchy, Klausmeier (L976b) and Merríll and Tennyson (L977)

suggest that a taxonomy does not necessaríly imply prerequisite relation-

ships, A concept or a coordinate set of concepts in a taxonomic

relati-onship can be taught without teachíng the subordinate concepts or

more than the ímmediaËe superordinate concept. The other related coricepts

in the taxonomy, however, serve to ídentify defining and varíable

attributes which can be buílt ínto the design of instructíonal materials,

2. Define the concept.

3. Specífy the defíning attributes, For example, Lhe defining attríbutes

of a quadrilateral are: four sides, plane, closed, and símple.
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4. Specify the varíable attributes. Varíable aLtributes are possessed

by only some members of the concept class and hence, are írrelevant

for defíning the concept. Variable attríbutes of a quadrílateral

ínclude: all sides equal, contaíns four right angles, opposíte sídes

parallel and equalo size of fígure, and orientaËion on page.

5. Select ill-ustrative examples and nonexamples. Both examples and

nonexamples are necessary ín concept teaching. Klausmeier suggests

that at least one ratíonal set of examples and nonexamples is required

to prevent errors of overgeneralization, where some nonexamples of the

concept are ídentifíed as examples; undergeneraLizatLon, where examples

of the concept are ídentified as nonexamples; and misconception, in

which some examples are identified as nonexamples and some nonexamples

are identified as examples (Klausmeier et al., 1974, p. 193).

6" Identífy ill-ustraLive prínciples. An example of an íllustrative

principle i-nvolving the concepts rectangle, area, length, and wídËh

ís: The area of a rectangle ís the product of the length and the rridth.

7. Formulate illustrative problem-solving exercises.

8. Develop a vocabularly list" The vocabularly list would ínclude the

name of the concept and the key terms of the critical atËributes" How

the vocabularly líst is used durÍng ínstructíon is, of course, dependenÈ

on the level of concept aËtaínment. desired.

Higher leve1 mental operatíons at the classíficatory and formal

levels may be developed Ëhrough printed instructional materÍal. Klausmeier

(L976b, pp. 207-270) has suggested the followíng guidelines which should

be íncorporated into printed instrrrctional materials to facílitate concepL

learning" These guidelines are based on the trends emergíng from

research on concept teaching:
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l. Establísh an intenËion to learn concept.

2. Elicit sËudent verbalization of the concept name and the defining

attribuËes based on a predetermined vocabulary list.

3. Present a definition of the concept in terms of defining atËributes

stated in vocabulary appropriate to the target population"

4. Present aÈ least one rational set of properly matched examples and

nonexamples of varying difficulËy 1evel.

5. Emphasíze - the defíning attríbutes of

studentt's attention t.o them"

6. Provide a straËegy for differentiating

the concept by drawíng the

examples and nonexamples.

and incorrectness7 " ProvÍde for feedback concerning the correctness

of the responses"

Accordíng to Klausmeier, the research evidence relating to the above

guidelínes/procedures appears sufficíent1y strong to support the positíon

that these procedures can be applied to concept teachíng in various

curricular areas.

Comparing the CLD Model with other
Theoríes of Concept Learning

The major question of interest here ís, to what extenË does the CLD

model and its related stïategies correspond to other theories of concept

learníng? In thÍs section, the CLD,model is compared and contîâs-

ted , with the theoríes of Piaget, Bruner, Ausubel, and Cagne{ In

each case, selected aspects of the respective theory would be first

discussed, and aspects of each theory would then be related to the CLD

model "
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Píagetts Stage Theory

To Píaget, the basis of all learning is the childts o\,,In actívity

as he interacts with his physical and social environment (Good & Brophy,

1980, p. 43; Labin owicz, 1980, p. 34). The chíld does not absorb

knowledge passívely from the environment, neíther ís knowledge being

formed in the childrs mind, ready to emerge as the chíld matures.

Instead, the child constructs knowledge through the ínteracËíons between

his mental structures and his environment

Concepts are related to each other and otganLzed into structures

called 'rschemas" or patterns of behavíor (Good & Brophy, 1980, p. 45).

Concept formatÍon involves the processes of adaptation, organization,

assímilatíon, and accomodation. The process of concepË learníng begins

with the learner possessing some specific sËructure or paËtern of

Ehinking" Some external disturbance or intrusion creates conflict and

causes disequil-ibríum" The indívidual's intellectual activity operates

to compensate for thís disturbance and solve the conflicL. The result

ís a new way of thinking and structuring things; that is, a ner¡/ concept

has been formed, A state of new equilíbrium has been attaíned. Thís

process ís referred Lo as equilibratíon (Labinowicz, 1980).

Piaget has advanced four stages of mental growth through which

the chíld passes" These four stages may be described bríefly as follows

(Good & Brophy, 1980): 1) The sensorímotor stage (0-2) years, where

schema development ís totally dependent on learning through the senses

as Ëhe child ínteracts with the envíronment; 2) the pre-operatíona1

stage (2-7 years), in which the child begins ro ínternalíze his

sensorimotor schemas (behaviors) ín r-he form of cognitíve schemas,

that ís, thought; 3) the concrete-operational stage (7-ll years), the
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child has to depend on concrete experiences to facílitate his thinking

and reasoning as he learns concepts; and 4) the formal-operational stage

(11 years *), the child becomes capable of thÍnking logícally and

rationally about concepts and can use concepts and related prínciples

to solve abstract problems" The chíld Ís now capable of organizing

informatíon and reasoníng scientifically by forrnulatíng hypotheses and

testing them"

Thus, a childrs mental sËructures undergo quantitatíve as well as

qualitative changes" In seeking to explore and understand the world

around him, the perpetual functioning process of the child will generate

mental structures and these structures wílI develop and change the

childts growth" tr'/ays of actíng and thinkíng are changed contínually as

nerv mental structures emerge from old ones through the process of

accommodatíon" It ís the type of mental structure that a child possesses

which characterizes the stages of development (Adler, L977).

Piagetrs stage theory may be closely related to Ehe CLD rnodel.

Piagetrs stages focus on the development of general abílities r.víth

qualitative differences ín thought processes, which are very rnuch

dependent on maturation and socíal transmission. Klausmeíer, on account

of his ínterest ín developing practícal quidelines for teachers and

curriculum developers, has specified cognitive skills at each of the

four stages; and these specificatíons could be used Lo develop ínsËruc-

Ëional and/or curriculum materials, and assessment tools (Klausineier et

â1., 1974; Klausmeíer, L976a, L976b).

The theories are símí1ar in that both are hierarchical, cumulative,

sequential, ancl Ínvaríant. The movement from one level of concept

attainment" to the oLher, corÌ.crete-formal , results in a qualitative
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rather than merel-y quantitative change in the maturing individualfs

repertoíre of classífication skills, concepts, and principles.

Klausmeier (L976a, p" 10) has noLed that concept attaínmenË at the

classíficaLory level as descríbed ín the CLD model includes the

followÍng sequence of skills, as suggested by Inhelder and Píaget

(1964): consisÈenË sorting, exhaustive sorËíng, conservation of

classes, knowledge of multiple-class membershíp, and horízontal

classifícation.

Instrumental Conceptualism

To Bruner, a concept is an abstraction that represents objects

or events having similar properties (I-efrancoÍs, 1982, p" 98). Bruner

sees a relationship between thinkíng and conceptual,ization; to conceptua-

Tize is to f orm or be a\^Iare of concepts, whereas to think is to relate

and alter concepts. Conceptual-i-.zati'on and categorization are syrronJ¡mous

terms" To categorize is to form concepts. Hence, a category is a

concept.

A category may be víewed in two senses, Firstly, it is a repre-

sentation of objects or events that ha.ve simílar properties. For

example, "quadrilateral" ís a category. rt is a category that represent

polygons with four sídes" Secondly, a category may be regarded as a

ru1e. lühen objects are placed ín the same categoty, one may infer that

they are in some way equal (Lefrancois, 1982, p. 98). Categories can

be described in terms of attributes and values. An attrÍbute i_s a

property of the concept class" rt can vary from one object to another.

values are, the varíations that are possi-ble for an attribute" For

example, the attribute "solid" may refer to cuboids, cylinders, spheres,

among others.
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There are three basic category types: conjunctive, disjunctive,

and relational (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956, pp. 4L-43). A conjun-

cËíve category is defined in terms of the joint presence of the approprÍate

value of several attributes. A disjunctive category is one which

possesses any constítuent (sing1y, or in combinatíon) of the attributes

of a particular class. The relatíonal concept ís one defined by a

specifíable relaËíonshíp bet,ween the defíníng attríbutes.

The process of categorization is very essential for human funcÈíoning

(Bruner et al", L956; Lefrancois, IgB2): 1) Calegorization reduces the

complexíty of human functioning. CaLegorization allows the indivídual

to respond to different objects as though they are the same, thus

simplífying the array of ísolated obj ects or events that one may

encounter " 2) Categorízation permits the recognition of and classification

of objects and events. An object or event is recognízed only if ít fits

into some other previously learned categoïies. 3) Categorízation

reduces the necessity for constant learníng. The indivÍdual can

recogníze new objects wÍthout any actual new learning takíng place and

can go beyond the ínformaËion given (Bruner, I957a, L957b). That is,

following the recognition of an object, the indívidual can then make

inferences about the object based on the characterístics of the concept

class.

Hence, categorízation provides direction for instrumental activity.

In recognizing an object, Bruner suggests that the learner first

determines what behaviors (ínstrumental acts) are appropriate for ít

(Lefrancoís, L982, p" 101). Bruner's learníng theory relating to concept

learning may thus be described as I'instrumental conceptualism" (Bruner,

Olver, & Greenfíeld et al", L966; Klausmeier, L976ar p, 23).
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Categories are usually at dífferent levels of generality. Some

categoríes are highly specífíc, whíle others are more generic and

inclusive" For example, the category "polygons is generíc, whereas

"square" is highly specific. A system whích illustrates t.he relatíon-

ships between generic categories and specifÍc caËegoríes is called a

coding system (Bruner, I957a) " "A coding system rnay be defined as a

set of contingently related, nonspecific categories. rt is the personrs

manner of grouping and relatíng information about hís r¿orld, and it is

constantly subject to change and reorganízatt-on" (p. 46). To remember

some given specifíc concept, ít is often sufficient to remember Ëhe

coding system into whÍch it fíts. For example, knowing that a rectangle

ís a parallelogran enables the learner to remember that opposite paírs

of sides are parallel and equal" since that is one of the characteristics

of this codíng system. Bruner suggests that generic codes are essential

since they facilitate discovery, learning, retention, and Lransfer

(Lefrancois, 1982, p. f01) .

Bruner, Olver, and Greenfield et al. (L966) have identified rhree

levels of representatíon associated with concept learnÍng among children:

enactive, iconic, and symbolic. These three leve1s of representation

emerge sequentíally as the child develops. The three levels of repre-

sentation are also reflected in Brunerts methodology regarding concept

teaching/learning (Bruner" 1960, L966; Bruner, olver, & Greenfield et a1.,

1966; Shulman, L977) "

At the enactíve level, the child directly manípulates objecLs which

illustrate the concept. At the iconíc level, the child does noË manÍpulate

objects dírectly but works with mental ímages (píctorial representatíons)

of the concept" rinally, at the symbolic level, the child works wíth
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symbols only. Bruner has emphasized that the three levels or systems

of representation are parallel and each is unique, but all are also

capable of parlial translaËÍons one into the other (Bruner, Olver, 6,

Greenfiel-d et a1-,, L966, p" 11). Bruner suggests that this has implíca-

tions for cognitive growth" DÍsequilibríum occurs when two systems of

representation do noË correspond; for example, what one sees with how

one says Ít, or how an individual is required to act and how he/she

perceíves the world around hirn/her" It is when such cont.radictions occur

between systems of representation that the child makes revisions in his/

her approach to solving problems involving the concepts under consíderatíon.

Brunerrs Ëhree levels of representation may be broadly related to

Lhe CLD model as follows: concrete/identity - enactive, classificatory -

iconic, and formal - symbolic. The three levels of representation -

enactive, iconic, symbolíc - emerge sequentially and are associated with

the age and maturíty of individuals. Moreover, classifícation on the

basís of perpeËual attríbutes rfoes not disappear totally, though Ít is

used more by younger children (Bruner, Olver, & Greenfield et al., 1966).

Indíviduals at all age groups classify to some extent on the definlng

atlributes of concepts. Thís is consistent with the CLD model in that

some children at grades 3 and 4 have been able lo attain the concept

equílateral triangle at the formal level.

However, Klausmej.er (L976a) points out that the cognitíve operations

identífíed in the CLD model appear to emerge with maturation and learníng

across a longer time j-nterval than for Brunerts three levels of represen-

tation (p" 27). For some concepts, children have been observed to operate

aË the concrete level before the age of 2; whíl-e for other concepts,

such as "noun", hypothesizÍng and evaluating (the formal level) is not

found in most students until the age of 16.
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Nonexamples play a crucial role in the methodology associated with

the CLD model. Bruner, however, questions the usefulness of nonexamples

in concept learning. Bruner et al. (1956, p" 62) and Bruner and Anglin

(L973, p, L42) have suggested that negative instances place a strain

on ínference capacity, depending on whether the instance confírms or

deníes an hypothesís in force. A negative instance confirms the hypothesís

in force when it is predicted to be negative; otherwise, it infirms the

hypothesis. If the negative instance is denying an hypothesÍs in force,

it necessitates that the hypothesis be changed. A considerable strain

on memory results" Hence, accordÍng to Bruner, too many encounters with

negative instances result in the learner adoptíng solutions procedures

predominantly designed to reducing memory strain. Thus, Bruner and

Klausmeíer differ somewhat regarding the role. of negative instances in

concept teaching / learning.

Meaningful Learn ang

To Ausubel, concepts facilitate the acqusition of new concept.s and

the categorizaxion of new sensory experiences (Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian,

L978, p. 95) " Exísting concepts can be used cognitively to identify less

self-evídenL representatives of a known generic c1ass. Concepts can also

be used cognítively in meaníngful díscovery learning, as exemplífied by

an índividualrs ability to: 1) solve the simpler kinds of problem-solvíng

operations which merely require that the learner relate the problem to

an already acquired general concept or proposítion i and 2) solve more

complex problems r¿hich requíre the learner to extend, elaboraËe, qualify,

or reorganize existíng concepts and proposítions in order to discover

means-end relationships.

The central concept underlying Ausubel's learning theory is the ídea

of meanÍngful learníng, whictr occurs when ner¿ knowledge is consciously
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íncorporated into previously acquíred concepts and ideas. I¡lhat the

learner already knows ís regarded as the most important single factor

influencing learning. Once this is ascertained the child should then

be taught accordingly (Novak, 1981).

Accordíng to Lefrancois (L982, p. 105), onl-y occasíonally does

Ausubel use the terms ttconcepËt' or ttideatt. Instead, Ausubel uses the

term ttsubsumert'. Basicall-y, a subsumer is a coricept. However, the

term also ímplies that one concept incorporates or subsumes other concepts.

Cognitive structure is defined by subsumers arranged in hierarchical

fashion. The process by which subsumers are developed is referred to as

subsumption. SubsumptÍon Ís facilitated by the use of advance organizers.

These refer to statements which are presented to students prior to the

introducËion of nert materÍa1 or concepts. Advance organizers specify

what ís to be learned and how it relates to previous learning.

Ausubel uses the term 'rcriterÍal attri-buËesrr to describe the

properties common to each member of the concept class, and which

distinguish the members of that class from those of other classes (Ausubel

et al. , L978, p. 89). Once the índivídual knows the criteríal atrributes,

he/she would be able to judge whether an instance errcourrtered is an

exemplar or nonexemplar of the concept c1ass.

Ausubel and Robínson (1969) and Ausubel et aI. (1978) dísringuÍsh

betr,+een concept formation and concept assimilatíon. Concept formatíon

is the characterj-stic of a young chíldrs inductive and spontaneous

acquisítion of generíc ideas (Ausubel et al. , if978, p" 93). The criterial

aËtributes are discovered inductively through the childts concrete

experíences" For example, a young chíld who has experienced many varied

encounters with cubes which vary in size, color, and texture, would
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discover inductively some of the críterial attríbutes of the cube" 01der

children, adolescents, and adults acquire ne\¡r concepts through a process

of concept assimilatíon" Concepts are learned when the criterial

attributes are presented to the learner by definition, or when the

attributes are encountered in context. New conceptual meanings are

subsumed wíth other concepts already in the cognitive structure (Ausubel

et al., 1978, p. 94).

This notion of concept assimilation is closely related to the hígher

levels of concept attainmenË ín the CLD model" I¡lhen a coricept j-s learned

deductively at the formal level, that is, when the índividual is gíven

all the essential inforrnation for concept learning, this is Ín effect

concept assimílation" Before the new meaning is mastered, the learner

is mentally ínvolved in the processes of abstracting, differentiaLing,

generatíng and testing hypotheses, and rnaking generaLization (Ausubel et

al., L978) "

One ínstructíonal strategy that has emerged from Ausubelr s learning

theory, and whích corresponds to the notion of a concept taxonomy as

advanced by Klausmeier (I976b), ís the strategy of concept mapping (Novak,

1981, p" 7) " Concept maps requíre students to organi-ze concepts such

that the most general, most inclusive (superordinate) concepts are placed

at the Ëop, and more specific (subordinate) concepts arranged in two or

more 1eve1s below the superordínate concepts.

Ausubel et al" (1978) have stressed that the relevant dimensions

of a concept should be made quíte salient; thís facilítates concept

acquisitíon" A similar rationale justifies Ëhe emphasis on rational

sets of teachíng examples and nonexamples emphasized in the CLD model

(Klausmeier, L976b). According to Ausubel et al", if irrelevant
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information is made Ëoo salient, it may have detrímental effect on

concepË acquísition. Concept acquísítion ís made more complícated

because the task of identifying relevant criterial attríbutes is

increased.

Ausubel ís not convinced of the usefulness of nonexamples in concept

learníng. Ausubel- et al. (1978) cite research evidence to support the

contention that a aequence of varied posítíve instances is more effectíve

in.enhancing concept acquisition than when negatíve ínstances are included.

Positive instances convey more explícit information and place a smaller

burden on memory than negatíve ínstances, According to Ausubel et al.,

most learners show a disinclination to abstract or process the information

presented in negative instances. This position is dífferent from that of

Klausmeier (L976b) who proposes extensive use of nonexamples in the design

of instructíona1 maËeríals to teach concepts.

Learning Hierarchíes

According to Klausmeier (L976a), concept attainment at the concrete

and identíty leve1s corïesponds to whar Gagn! <l3lÐ calls rnultiple

discríminatíons; that is, discrímination learning" tn CagnJ's learning

theory, concept learning and/ot rule learning form part of an hierarchical

structure ínvolving eight varíeties of learníng (CagnJ, LgTO): signal

learning, stimulus-response learning, chaíning, verbal assocíation,

dlscrímÍnation learning, concept learning, rule learning, and problem

solving. The skills at each level are prerequisítes for the subsequent

level, with problem solving being the highest level of learníng. e^gnt

(I977) has explained rhis cumulatíve learning as follows:

The most promínent implicatlon". . is that acquisition
of new knowled e depends upon the recall of o,ld
knowledge" ".Learning of any partícu1ar capabílity
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requires Ëhe retention of other particular items of
subordinate knowledge.. "the design of an insËructional
sequence ís basícally a matter of designing a sequence
of topics. (P. 168)

ITo Gagne! (1970, L977), the híerarchy specífies the order of

insËructíon. Klausmeier (L976b) recognízes the usefulness of establishing

an hierarchy ín conducting a concept analysis; however, Klausmeier prefers

to speak ín terms of a concept Ëaxonomy. rt is assumed that as long as

Ëhe related inslructíonal procedures are adhered to, any concept within

the taxonomy can be taught without first teaching t'he subordinate

concepts, or after first teaching only the immediate superordinate

concept (Klausmeier, 7976b; Merrí1 & Tennyson, L977) "

According to Klausmeier (1976b, p. 193), C"gnJ's treatment of

defined or relatíonal concepts (ru1e learníng) corresponds closely to

the formal 1evel of concept attainment ín rhe cLD model " eugnt (rglo,

pp. L72-211-) has dístinguÍshed between "concrete't concepts and 'rdef Ínedn

or t'relatíonaltt concepts. concrete concepts can usually be defined

merely by pointing to them; for example, concepts ímplied by names

such as ttcolortt, ttsizett, and ttshapett, or by objects such as ttchairtt,

and "1amp"" Defined or relational concepts are abstract because they

relate to one or more simpler concepts. For example, the concept

ttperpendicul-artt is a defined concepÈ. The statement rrTwo 1ínes are

perpendicular when they intersecË at right angles", represents a

relation between tr,^/o concepts, ttline" and ttright angletr.

A relational concept may thus be regarded as a type of rule; the

process of learning defined concepts is referred to as rule learning ín
I

Gagné's híerarchical system. The rule enables the learner to identify

objects or events whích are embodíed by the relation, Hence, ít involves

skills and abilíties similar to those advanced by Klausmeier (L976a) to
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descríbe the formal level of concept attaínmenË. Klausmeier (I976b)

has therefore provided ínstructi-onal guidelÍnes to assíst children in

learning rules, and tools for assessíng when chí1dren have mastered

the rules.

The CLD Model/Methodolo gy Related
to Theories of Learning Math Concepts

Many aspects of the theories of teaching/learníng mathematics

concepts propounded by mathematics educators reflect the general

instructional methodology associated wíth the CLD model.

Dienes (L967) identífÍed four príncipl-es underlying the teaching/

learning of mathematícal corlcepEs: the dynamic prÍnciple, the construc-

Ëive1y prínciple, the mathematical variabilíty princíple, and the,

perceptual varíabílity principle" The mathematical and perceptual

variabílity prínciples are particularly important here in that they

emphasize the need for maËhematics concepts to be presented in a variety

of forms r¡hich embody the same conceptual structure. This corresponds

to saying that examples should be as varied as possible. Dienes (1964)

has also emphasized the need for students to be provided wíth a variety

of situations to facilitate recognition of relevanË and irrelevant

attributes and díscríminaËíng exemplars and nonexemplars of the concept

class.

Cooney, Davis, and Henderson (L975) have identified a system of

verbal strategies for concept teachÍng whÍch utilizes nonexamples" These

strategíes have been descríbed as characterization moves, whích menËion

characteristics or properties of the concept that enable studenls to

fÍ-nd examples and nonexamples; and exemplífícaLion moves, ín which the

instructor names either objects denoted by the concept or objects not
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denoted by the concept (p. 107). Skemp (f971) also emphasízed the need

for a varíety of examples and nonexamples, and suggests an ordering of

concepts or a conceptual hierarchy: primary concepËs, concepts which are

derived from the chíld's sensory and motor experiences ín the outside

world; and secondary concepts whích are abstracted from other concepLs

(p" 25). Skemp also mentíoned the role of definitions, suggesting that

they add precÍsion t.o the boundaries of a concepË once formed, and

explicitly show its relation to other concepts (p" 26).

0ther mathematics educators (Charles, 1980; Feinstein, I979; Nasca,

1978) reflect aspects of the CLD model in their wrítings. Feinsteín

has exmphasízed the need for instruction to enable students to see a

pattern in what they are learning to aid discriminatíon, and for many

and varied examples to be provided for students to encourage generalization,

and the need for nonexamples to be included in studentst experiences

to aíd discrimínatíon and generalization, .Nasca noted that, among other

thíngs, Ëhe concept-oriented classroom for young chíldren must provide a

range of opportunities for children to engage in discriminatíon tasks

relevant to each concept, and encouraged the use of formal concept names,

labels, and definítions by modifyíng the childrs ovm personal description

of classes of objects (p, 49)"

Charles (1980) has identified four basic guidelínes for selecting

and subsequently using examples and nonexamples in teaching geometry

concepts: 1) Identify the relevant and most frequently occurring

irrelevant characteristics of the concept to be taught; 2) select a

variety of examples; 3) select a variety of nonexamples; and 4) draw the

students I attentíon to the relevant and irrelevant characteristics of

the concept (pp. ].9-20) " These general guídelines suggested by charles
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support the emphasis on using negative ínstances in the design of

instrucËional material associated wíth the CLD model.

Conclusíon

The theoretícal framework and instructional considerations associated

with the CLD model appear to closely correspond to general concept learning

theories of oËher educators, as regards the naËure and ímportance of

concepts and the factors influencing concepË acquisiËion. However, some

di-fferences have been identified, particularly as related to the usefulness

of negative instances Ín instructíon. Ausubel and Bruner question the

usefulness of negative insËances, which play a crucial role in the

insËructional design associated with the CLD model. Not\.{ithstanding,

the CLD model provídes a basis for understanding childrenrs conceptual

development and for operationally definíng and measuring conceptual

development. The model explains the menËal operations associated with

each level of concept attainment, and specifies the instrucËional

conditÍons and considerations which tend to facilitate concepË aËËainment.

The ínstrucËional procedures associated wiËh the CLD model correspond

quitç closely to theories relatíng specífically to the learníng of

mathematical concepts; in particular as related to the potenËial usefulness

of nonexamples in aiding discrimination and generaLizaLion. The instruc-

tíonal consíderations underlyíng the model do not make the study of

mathematics/geometry inappropriately formal. Lessons can be developed

which potentially provide students wiËh complete understanding of concepts.

As noted by Charles (1980), careful thought in the selectíon and use of

examples and nonexamples would enable ínstructíonal designers to provide

sound instructional lessons not only on geometry concepts, but on any

concepË.
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RELATED LITERATURE

Thís chapter presents a review of the research related to the

problem being investígated ín thís strrdy, The purpose of the review is

to identífy the major trends emergíng from the research regarding the

presentation of examples and nonexamples of concepts and the factors

which ímprove the effectíveness of instructional materíals involving

ratíonal sets of concept instances" The chapter is arranged in three

broad sections. The fírst section bríefly revier,,rs research Ínvolving

positive and. negative ínstances but whích does not involve ratíonal sets.

The second section presents a revier¿ of research specifical-ly involving

rational sets of teaching examples and nonexamples.. A summary of the

major trends emerging from the research is províded at the end of the

chapËer, and the problem and hypotheses of this irnrestigation are re-

emphasized in the context of that research.

Research not involvíng Rational Sets

Research has often sought t.o determine whether concept learníng is

better fací1ítated by presenting students with a set of carefully selected

positíve ingtances only, or by providing students with a selection of

both positive and negatíve instances. The results have not always

supported the use of negative ínstances,

Cherníck (L975) investígated the effects of the proportion of posítive-

negative instances and the number of ínstances presented in the learníng

of mathematical concepts from the fíe1ds of algebra, number theory, and

topology. Three treaf"mênt conditions t,üere used" One group was exposed

to all positive instances, the second to all negaLíve instances, and the

45
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third to a míxture of half positive and half negative insLances.

Subjects in each group vüere presented with one frame, two frames, or

three frames, each frame consistÍng of four instances"

Chernick hypothesízed that performance on achievement, recogní-tíon,

and transfer tasks related to the mathematical concepts would be

íncreased íf the number of posítive ínstances r¡/ere increased" 0n

analysis of the results, none of the differences between the means of

the treatment groups l¡/ere found to be sígnificant aË the five percent

1evel.

Malo (1975) compared the performance in learníng dísjunctive. conceÞts

of students taught how to use informatÍon provided by examples and non-

examples wíth a group receiving no such ínstruetion. The study also

ínvestigated fíve exemplífication strategies for teaching these concepts.

The subjects \,,/ere L92 coLlege freshmen. Ninety received instruction via

programmed booklets in the use of examples and nonexamples ín learning

disjunctive concepts. The control group consisted of. 102 subjects who

received no instruction involving examples and nonexamples.

The posttest measured 1) subjectsr competencíes ín concept terminology,

translation, and recognition; 2) subjects' abilitíes to classífy and select

examples and nonexamples of concepts; and 3) subjectst abilities of

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. No sígnificanË differences r^/ere

found between the experimental and control groups. Malo suggested that

one explanatíon for this result may have been due to the fact that

subjects already knew how to use information provided by examples and

nonexamples" The results further showed that for items requiring

subjects to classify a.nd select examples and nonexamples of the concept,

the exemplification strategy which contained all posítíve ínstances
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appeared more effectíve than strategies which incorporaËed nonexamples.

Sheel (1981) found no si-gníficant differences between an experí-

mental group receiving both posítíve and negatíve ínstances and the

control group receiving positive insËances only, for inítial achievement

and retentÍon on "real-worldtt classroom concepts selected from an

introductory calculus course* The subjects were 62 university students.

There was also no sígnificanL interaction between the treatments and

f ie 1d -ind ependenc e / f ield- ¿ epend ence "

0ther studíes (callentine & I,rlarren, 1955; Davídson, 1969; Donaldson,

L959; Freíberg & Tulving, I96L; Hovland & I^Ieiss, 1953; Smoke, L933a,

1933b; Tagatz, MeÍnke, & Leínke, 1968) have also found no evidence to

support the contention Ëhat a selecËion of positive and negative

instances is more facilítative Ëo concept learning than a selection of

positive ínstances only.

However, there is much research evÍdence to support the usefulness

of nonexamples in concept teachíng/learning" Bourne and Guy (1968)

investi-gated the effect of negatÍ-ve ínstances on 216 volunteer under-

graduate college students. Concepts which involved a varÍety of rules

were sLudied. Three treatment condítíons r^7ere employed. Subjects were

exposed to only posítive, only negative, or a míxture of positive and

negative instances" The effect of the type of concepËual problem,

attríbute identífication versus rule learning, was also explored. The

conceptual r:ule was eiËher conjunctíve, disjunctive, or conditional.

Bourne and Guy found that the kind of conceptual problem affecte<l

performance ín dífferent treatment groups. However, subjects performed

best on all rules when they !/ere presented wíth the greatest variety

of instances; that is, a míxture of posítive and negative ínstances.
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Shumway (L974) investigated the relative effectiveness of an

instructional sequence of al1 positive instances and a sequence of

positive and negative instances on ninth-grade studentsr acquísition of

the concepËs corunutativíty and associativíty.. The study also investigated

whether the effects of one concept would transfer to the acquisítion of

another concept. Treatment condÍtions required subjects Ëo classify a

series of ínstances as positíve or negative., There were four such

treatment condítions; each seríes eíther contained all positive ínstances,

or some combínation of positíve and negative ínstances of commutativity

and associativíty"

No significant differences \¡/ere found between treatments for

conrnutatívíty, and negative instances appeared to increase response time..

There L{as a transfer effect due to the presence of negatíve instances

which led to a sÍgnificant difference in performance on the posttest

for associativity. Shumway concluded that negative instances r^rere

essential in concept teachÍng/learníng, and students became more skeptical

when they !üere exposed to negative ínstances. Classroom teachers \.üere

encouraged to use negative instances during instrucLion.

The generaLí-zabj.Lity of the reported transfer effecË due to negative

ínstances ís questionable since commutatívíty and assocíativity are not

independent concepts" Further, this transfer effect \,{as not demonstrated

ín follow*up research (Shumway & Lester, L974).. The fact Èhat Ëhere was

no discussíon of the concept before (or after) presentation of the

instances limits the applicability of Ëhese results to Lhe teachíng/

learníng situation ín the classroom"

Not only have subjects receíving both posíÈive and negative ínstances

been found to perform sígníficantly better than those receíving positive
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instances on1y, but Cook (1981) also found that subjects receívíng both

positive and negative ínstances had a significanË improvement on

attitudes toward mathematics, while the subjects receiving positíve

instances only did not". The potential usefulness of a selection of

positive and negative inst.ances infacilitatíng concept learníng has been

demonstrated by other researchers (cohen & carpenËer, 1980; Frayer, L970;

Gage, L977; Huttenlocher, L962; Logan, L976; Shumway, L97L, L972;

shumway & Lester, r974; Tennyson, L973) " The cumulative effect of such

research is to emphasize that negative instances are essentía1 to the

learning of advanced concepts, particularly mathematics concepts.

Research on concept teaching has sought to identífy techniques for

ímprovíng the facilítatíve polüer of negative ínstances. one such 1íne

of research has advanced the notion of attrational setttof teachi-ng

examples and nonexamples

Research involving Ratíonal SeÈs

A behavioral analysis of concepts by Markle and Tiemann (1969, L970)

has led them to propose a rrrational settr of examples and nonexamples as

essential for producing complete understanding of concepts. Markle and

Tíemann G969) noËed that errors ín the classj-fication of concepts could

be described as: 1) overgeneraLÍ-zatjon, when Ëhe subject classifies a

nonexample as an example; 2) undergeneralization, whích occurs when an

example ís classífied as a nonexample; and 3) misconception, when items

are incorrectly classífied on the basis of an írrelevant attríbuËe, A

rational set of teachÍng examples and nonexamples \A/as proposed as a

technique for reducing such errors.

Inloolley and Tennyson (I972) advanced a theoretical proposítion which

extended the initial analysís by Markle and Tiemann. I^loolley and Tennyson
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identífied three índependent varíables and four dependent variables.. The

dependent varíables \,ì/ere correct classification, overgeneraLízati-on,

undergeneralízatLonr and misconception. The independent variables r^/ere:

1) probability levels of exemplars/nonexemplars, determined by the ease

with which a pre-instructional population recognized the ínstances;

2) matchíng, whích suggests that an exemplar and nonexemplar are maËched

when they share most of the same irrelevant attributes, and díffer only

ín some relevant attributes; and 3) pairing, which could be divergent or

convergent" Two exemplars ín a sequence are saÍd to be divergent when

the exemplars dÍffer a6 much as possible in terms of the irrelevant

aLtributes. Two exemplars are convergent when they differ only slightly

in the irrelevant attributes"

This theoreLical proposítion rras investigated by Tennyson, L{oolley,

and MerriLI (L972) using a sample of 76 undergraduate educational

psychology uníversity studenËs" A poetry concept c1ass, trochaic meter,

was taught." The three independent variables were combÍned to predict

the four dependent varíables, which l¡/ere measured using novel examples

and nonexamples

Tennyson et. al" hypothesized that: a) If instances \¡/ere arranged

frorn hígh to 1or,¡ probability, divergent, and matched, then correct

classification would occur; b) if instances had 1ow probability, and no

matching, there would be overgeneraLizationl c) if ínstances had high

probabílity, convergent, and no matching, then undergeneralizalion would

occur; and d) íf instances r.úere arranged from hígh to low probabílíty,

convergent, and no matching, then there would be mísconception. On the

basis of these hypotheses, four programs vr'ere developed, subjects r,{ere

given general directÍons and a definítion of the concept. Self-instructional

booklets were used to adminíster the learníng programs.
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Four error scores ¡¿ere obtained for each subject according to the

predícted responses on the depend.ent varÍables. Each subjectts grade

point average was used as a covaríate for each dependent variable"

SígnificanË results r¡rere found to support each of the hypotheses.

Tennyson et al. (L972) suggested that these results showed that ínstruc-

tíon does produce certain types of dependent varíables whích could be

controlled by empírícally based procedures" Probabílíty ratíng of

exemplars, matching of exemplars and nonexemplars, and paíríng of

exemplars to ensure divergency appeared to be crucíal procedures ín

instructional desígn for concept teaching.

Tennyson (1973) replicated the Tennyson et al. (Ig72) srudy wirh

seventh-grade students usíng an adverb learning task. Students responded

according to the hypothesízed outcomes. In a follovú-up experiment,

Tennyson (L973) removed the negaËive ínstances from the experimental

material, and found that subjects did no better than the control group.

Concept acquisition even wíth dívergent exemplars arragrged according to

probability rating appeared to be incomplete wíthout negative instances.

These results supporLed the proposit.ion thaË concept acquisition is

promoted by appropríately manípulating posiËíve and negatíve instances.

The effectíveness of ratíonal sets of examples and nonexamples

designed according to the above theoretical proposítion was demonstrated

on other concepts by other researchers; for example, Feldman (Lglz, L975),

Tennyson, Markle and Tíemann, and Swanson (cited in Klausmeier, Ghatala,

& Frayer, L974)

For coordinate concept learníng, the nonexamples of one concept are

examples of other concepts. Thus, accordíng to Tennyson and Park (1980),

a rational set for coordinate concept learníng ís comprised of examples
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representing all the coordinate concepts (one example from each concept).

The examples withintheraËíonal set should be matched according to the

similarity of varíable attributes.

Very few studíes have ínvolved coordinate concepts. However,

building on an adaptive design for concept teachíng whÍch utílizes computer

programs advanced by Tennyson (1975), Tennyson, Tennyson, and Rothen

(1980) have found that senior hígh school stud.ents who \^rere taught co-

ordinate concepts simulËaneously performed signifícantly better than

those who received the concepEs successively or in clusters. Further,

Park and Tennyson (1980) have shown that performance was above the

criterÍon 1evel when the presentation order of examples wíthin the

rational sets reflected a response - sensiÈíve stTategy. This strategy

determined the presentation order according to the student t s response

pattern to the given example.

Desígning Inst,ructional Materials

Strategíes for the design of prínted instructíona1 materials ínvolvÍng

ratíonal sets of concept instances have emerged from the lÍterature"

Variables which have been manipulated ínclude verbal emphasÍs of relevant

aËtributes, the role of definítíons, the number of rational sets, and

presentation form.

Nelson (Lg73) ínvestígated the effect of the analytic-global

cognÍtive style on the acquísitíon of geomeLry concepts presented through

written lessons which did or did not contain verbal emphasi-s of the

relevant attributes. Nelson also studied the effect of Ëhe reflective=

impulsive cognitive style on the acqusition of the geometry concepts

through written lessons presented in an exposítory or discovery format.

The dependent variables v/ere tr^/o operations at the formal level of
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concept attainment: díscrimating attríbutes and Ínferring the

conc ept.,

The findíngs showed rhat analytíc subjects performed better than

global subjects and subjects studying the emphasis lessons performed

better than subjecËs sËudying no emphasis lessons. These resul-ts r¿ere

evidenced on questÍons which assessed the discríminatÍon of attríbutes.

Emphasis lessons díd not benefit global subjects more than analytic

subjects. Subjects studying exposítory lessons performed better than

those studyíng discovery lessons, especíally for questions which assessed

Ínference of the concepË. Exposítory lessons díd not benefít ímpulsíve

subjects more than reflective subjects. These results support the pro-

positíon that printed ínstructional material for concepL teachíng should

provide written cues to assist subjects in discrímínating the relevant

and irrelevant attributes of the concept class

Research has sought to determine an optímal number of rational sets

necessary for concept mastery. Klausmeíer and Feldman (Lg73, l-g75) found

that fourth*grade students studying the concept equilateral Ëríangle

learned almost equally well from either a definitíon or one ratÍonal set,

slÍghtly more from a definition and one ratÍonal set, and sígnificantly

more from a definítion combined with three rational sets. Lessons were

admÍnistered in self-instructional booklets and were not preceeded or

followed-up by any dÍscussíon of the concept; one cannoË therefore

determine the extent to which the findings have applicat.íons in classroom

situations 
"

McMurray (1975) compared the effecËs of four instructional strategies

on the learning of a geometric concept usíng 64 elementary and míddle

school mentally retarded subjects, The four strategies ï,üere: l) wide
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variety and paíred, four different ratíonal sets of examples and non-

examples presented as maËched pairs; 2) wide variety and single, four

different rational sets wÍth each instance presented singly; 3) narrow

varieËy and paíred, one rational seË presenËed as matched pairs; and

4) narrow variety and single, one rational set of concept instances

with each ínstance presented singly.

Subjects who received a wide variety of concept instances were found

to perform significantly better on the acquisíËion Eest than those who

received a narro\¡r variety regardless of whether ínstances ürere encountered

sÍngly or as matched paírs. However, significantly fewer overgeneraliza-

tion errors r¡/ere made when instances r¡rere presented as matched pairs.

No sígnifícant difference in overgeneralization errors were found between

subjects who received a narror¡r varíety of ÍnsËances however they were

presenËed. These results demonstrate the need for instructional materials

desígned to teach concepts to include a wide variety of concepË instances

presented in raËiona1 sets as matched paírs.

Steps that should be followed in the desígn and presentation of

ínsËrucËional lessons Ëo teach concepts have been the focus of some

researchers. McMurray, Bernard, and Klausmeíer (L974) demonsËrated how

printed lessons can be designed to teach Ëhe concept equilateral

Ëriangle to facíl-itaËe the formal leve1 of concept attainment. These

lessons provided opportunity for students to read descriptions of the

relevant attributes, study rational seËs of examples and nonexamples,

complete practíce exercises, and later combine the concepËs (aËtributes)

into a definition of the concept equílateral triangle.

Based on an analysís of concept teaching advanced by Klausmeier

et al. (L974), McMurray, Bernard, Klausmeier, Schilling, and Vorwerk (1977)
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proposed that school-age children can attain subject-matter concepts at

higher level-s than are normally attained through the use of written

instructional lessons which incorporate three basic steps.

L) Analyze the concept to be taught and províde the followíng elements;

concept definítíon, relevant and irrelevant atËributes, and examples

and nonexamples; 2) specify the level at which the concept ís to be

attained and of the cognitive operations und,erlying the learning of

a concept at a particular level; and 3) ídentify instructional sËrategies

that facílitate attainment of the concept at a specífiable level of

mastery"

McMurray et al. (L977) found that experÍmental lessons based on the

above steps and desígned to teach elementary sLudenËs Ëhe concepts

equÍ1ateral triangle and tree, enabled all the experímental subjects to

attain the classificatory 1evel. Further, the combined influence of

the different strategíes facilitated the acquisítion of the cognitive

operations underlying the formal level. Retention data also indicated

that subjecËs exposed to such lessons remembered most of what they learned

tvüo months later.

In a study designed to determlne whether presentation form affected

concept acquísition, Tennyson, chao, and Youngers (1981) compared, among

other things, three methods of presenting ínstructíonal material:

a) expository, where examples and nonexamples T¡/ere presented in ratÍona1

sets with labels and statements clearly identifying examples and non-

examples; b) ínLerro.gatory, with a líst of question.s based on the relevant

attributes of the concept requiring subjects to identífy examples and

nonexamples; and c) expository-interrogatory, a combínation of the fírst

tL^/o. The dependent varíables were the four levels of concept attainment:

concrete, identity, classificatory, and formal.
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The sample comprised 120 fourth-grade students and the concept

taught was the equilateral triangle. The learníng programs for the

different treaËment conditions followed the same format: general

directíons and informatÍon on subordinate concepts whích were read

aloud by the experimenter while subjects read silently, the learníng

task administered by self-instructional booklets, the posttest, and the

retentÍon test.

A multivariate analysís of variance showed a signíficanË maín

effect for presentation form" The fíndings. showed. no significant

differences in performance at the concrete, identíty, and classifícatory

levels. However, the number of items at the classíficatory level (3)

may have limited statistÍcal power. Signífícant differences were found

at the fc¡rmal level. The a posteriori test showed that subjects who

vlere exposed to Ëhe expository-lnterrogatory material were better able

to attaín the concept at the formal level.. Main effects due to

differences in presentation form were also found on the formal leve1

subËest in the retention test,

Tennyson et al. (1981) suggested that the exposítory-only form, in
which subjects l¡/ere exposed to raËíonal se.ts, enabled subjecËs to develop

a prototype of the concepË; and the ínterrogatory-only form enabled

subjects to match their prototype with newly encounËered instances,

Ëhus developíng the necessary generari-zation skills. Neither one of
these forms in isolation greatly facilitated concept attainment at
the formal 1eve1. The use of a combination of these presentation forms,

however, enabled students to acquíre the prototype in conjunction with
ski1l development.

on the basís of the fíndings of their research and the resul-ts of
previous research, Tennyson et al. (1981) proposed five steps in concept
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lesson design:

1. The Laxonomical structure of the concept should
be determíned...The three levels of the conceptrs
structure - superordinate, coordínate, and sub-
ordinate - should be anaLyzed for critícal and
variable attrÍbutes. . .
2" A definitíon of rhe concept should be prepared
ín terms of critical attributes, arLd a pool- of
examples should be prepared on the basis of crítical
and varíab1e attributes. . "
3. The examples should be arranged in rational sets
by appropriate manipulatíon of the attríbutes...
4. The presentatíon order of the examples wiÈhin
ratíonal sets should be decíded according Ëo student
response patfern...
5" The presentation form of the ratíonal seËs should
include exposítory sets followed by ínterrogatory
sets. (pp" 333-334)

I'he facílÍtative por,{er of the exposiËory-inËerrogatory presentation

form has not been supporËed by other research (Suebsonthi, 19Bl). Suebsonthi

found that thírd-grade students studying the concept regular polygon,

showed no signifícant dífference in peiformance when materíal was

presented ín an expository-inquisitory presentatÍon form or an Ínquisítory-

only presentation form" SuebsonËhi also found that concept acquisition

and reËention were more greatly facilitated for subjects by a presentatíon

of the best exampJ-es (examples varied in terms of crítical and variable

attributes) than by a presentation of a líst of concept attributes.

Subjects who received a líst of attributes \¡rere able to recall the list

of aËtributes, but were found íncapable of inferring all Ëhe attríbutes.

Rational Sets versus Randomly Arranged Sets of Instances

The above related line of research tends to suppoït the propositíon

that instructíonal materíal should include raÈional sets of examples and

nonexamples in order to enhance higher 1evels of concept attainment"

However, this writer has only been able to locate one research report

in which the relative effectiveness on concept acquísítíon of rational
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sets and randomly arranged sets of examples and nonexamples r¡7ere

specifically ínvestígated.

In a study designed to test the assumption that concept acquisítÍon

is facilitated by ínstructional design strategíes that focus on the

critical atËributes of concepts, Tennyson, Steve, and Boutwell G975)

investígated two design strategies: a) sequence, organízed versus

random; and b) analytic explanation, a verbal statement presented with

each ínstance which anaLyzed the presence or absence of critical

attributes. Tennyson et al. hypothesized tlnaL the organized relationship

would lead to significantly better performance than a random presentatíon

of the same instances" Tennyson et a1. also hypothesized that the

addition of analytíc informatÍon to the examples would further improve

performance since it focuses attentj-on on the crítical attributes by

relating the specifíc characteristíc of the given example to the

general rule properties of the concept"

The subjects \,/ere 87 undergraduate psychology university students.

Subjects were randomly assigned to treatment conditions" The ínstruc-

tional objective requíred that the student would be able to classify

a poetry selection as an example or nonexample of trochaic meter.

Treatments v/ere administered by computer teletypes. Subjects r^/ere gíven

a booklet to read containíng general directions for usi-ng the comput.er

teletypes, a definition of the concept and some examples. After studying

the booklet each student starËed his/her respective program.

Dependent variables r^/ere error scores on the post.test and time to

complete the various materials" Error scores on t.he pretest were used.

as covariates. 0n the sequence main effect a signÍfícant difference \.{as

found between the organízed and random groupst error scores. The students
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in the group receivíng the analysis informatíon made significantly fewer

errors than those not receivíng such statements"

For Ëhe time measure, Ëhe sequence varíable was nonsignificanl,

but the groups receiving analysis statements spent signíficantly less

time studying the material Ëhan those not receiving such statements

even though there \ras more readíng involved., The organized sequence

group which received analyËic material spent significantly less Èime

than for the random sequence group whích also received analytic material.

Tennyson et al. (L975) replícated the experiment using the concept

RX, crystals. Results again showed that the organized sequence group

made significantly l-ess classificatory errors than the random sequence

group" Tennyson et al. concluded thaË rtthe sequencing of ínstances by

simílarÍËy or d.issimilarity of stimuli can affect performance,, (p. g26).

The findings of a somewhat related study by Cohen and Carpenter (1980)

seem to contradict these results. Cohen and Carpenter ínvestigated the

relative effecÈs of an ínstructíonal sequence of examples and nonexamples

and a sequence of examples only on the acquisítion of the concept semi-

regular polyhedra. The study also Ínvestigated whether the order ín

which specífíc instances are presented has an effect on concept acquí-

sition" The subjects \^rere 54 hígh-abilÍty geometry students. Subjects

were randomly assígned to one of three treatment groups: 1) Control,

received eight examples of the concept; 2) Experímental (Er), receíved

four examples followed by four nonexamples; and 3) ExperímentaL (Er),

received four examples each maÈched with a closely related nonexample"

The posttest comprised 20 polyhedra which l,{as to be classified as

examples or nonexamples of semí-regular polyhedra" Mean posttest scores

showed no significant differences between the treatment conditions. Cohen
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and Carpenter felt that some of the subjects díd not attend sufficiently

during the video-taped lesson used as the introductíon; it is not clear

whether the researchers recorded thís fact before or after the non-

significant fíndings. However, Cohen and Carpenter reanaLyzed the data

using 27 of the subjects; that is, 9 subjects per treatment. The results

showed that for the reduced sample both experimental groups performed

significantly better than the control group; but th'ere \¡ras no signifícant

difference between the two experimental groups, demonstratíng that the

order of presentatíon of t.he instances made no dífference.

These results are somewhat contrary to what r,+ould be expected based

on the results of the Tennyson et al. (L975) study" Even though cohen

and Carpenter did not compare rational sets with randomly arranged sets

of examples and nonexamples, the experímental conditíon ín which examples

and nonexamples \,{ere maËched according to sirnilaríËy of irrelevant

attributes did ín effect involve rational sets. Hence, one would expect

a difference ín classificatíon behavior between thís group and the group

thereceivíng four examples followed by four nonexamples, even though

sequence of presentation of examples and nonexamples \¡/as not random.

Summary

A review of líterature has shor^m that research findings concerníng the

usefulness of negative ínstances in concept teachíng/learníng have been

mixed. Some studj-es have either found a sequence of posí.tive insËances

only to be more effective than a sequence of positive and negative

instances, or there !Ías no signi-fícant difference between Lhe t\.ro treat-

ments" However, there ís much research evidence demonstrating the

potential usefulness of negative instances in concept .teachíng/learning;

and such results appear to be particularly strong for mathematícal
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concepts. The use of raËional sets of teaching examples and nonexamples

has been proposed as essentíal for exploiting the usefulness of non-

examples in concept learning"

Investigatíons into the effectiveness of rational sets of teaching

examples and nonexamples have demonstrated their effectiveness in

facilitating higher levels of concept learníng in'a varíety of curricular

areas. Of the 20 studies cited which involved rational sets, lB reported

a significant effecË attesting to the facilitative por/rer of instructional

material involving ratíonal sets in developíng higher 1evels of concept

atËainment.

The effects appear to be strongest when Ëhe ratíonal sets are

supported by an adequate concept definitíon emphasizÍng the relevant

attributes of the concept, and when the instances within rational sets

are divergent, matched and arranged according to difficulty levels.

Materials which include a definitíon, abouË three or four rational sets,

and verbal cues to assÍst in focussing attention on relevant attributes

appear to facílítate higher levels of concept learning" There is evídence

that the effectiveness of rational sets ís enhanced when the material

incorporates an expository-ÍnËerrogatory presentatíon form. such a

format appears to províde subjects with a clear prototype of the concept

and enables them to test this prototype on novel Ínstances.

Despite the findings of the relaËed líne of research attesting to

the facílitatíve po!üer of ratíonal sets, only one ïesearch reporL

(Tennyson et al., L975) has been located in which the effect of rational

sets vüas directly compared to that of a sequence of varied but randomly

arranged sets of examples and nonexamples. This research demonstrated

the superiorit.y of an organized sequence (rational sets) in reducing
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errors at the classifícatory leve1 of concept attaínment, but did not

assess concept attainment at the formal level, as defined by Klausmeier

(I976a).

The Tennyson et al. (f975) study did not involve mathematícal

concepts. A related study (Cohen & Carpenter, f9B0) has reported

somewhat contradictory results. This study found that the order of

presentation of negative instances of a slected geometric concept made

no difference in concept atËainment at the classificatory level.

The research has not clearly shown how/whether the effects attributed

to rational sets interact wíth the mathematical abil-íty of subjects.

None of the studies revíewed directly investigated such ínËeraction.

However, rational sets have been found to improve l-earníng of a poetry

concept at the classifj-catory level when grade point average was used

as a covariate.

Research investigating the effectiveness of negative instances,

rational sets or otherwise, has tended to involve very 1ittle meaningful

instruction or disc.ussion of the concept before or after presentation

of the instances. In many of the studies reviewed, subjects were

merely presented \.^rith a definition of the concept and a description of

the attríbutes, often read aloud by the researcher while the subjects

read silently. The extent to which the fíndings of such research can

be generaLized to classroom situations may be questioned, sÍnce in a

typical classroom situation teachers and students díscuss concepts

before (or after) using printed instructional materíals.

The revíew of líterature has therefore not clearly demonstrated

the effectiveness of rational sets, as compared with varied but randomly

arranged sets of examples and nonexamples, in ímproving mathematical
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concept attainmenÈ at both the classificatory and formal 1eve1s, when

subjects have been provided wíth some opportunity to engage in actively

searching out some of the relevant attributes for themselves. The review

has also not provided any evidence as to how/whether the effects of

rational sets may be related to the rnathematícal abílity of subjects"

The present study was desígned to fill these gaps in the research.

0n the basis of the general research evÍdence attesËing to the effective-

ness of rational sets, it has been hypothesized that material involvÍng

rational sets would be more effective ín facilitating higher levels of

concept attainment.



Chapter 4

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

In this chäpter, the research design, the d.evelopment of instruments,

and data collection procedures are described under the following headings:

A. Population and sample

B. Research design

C. The major stages of the research

D" PrelÍminary pilot work

E. The pilot study

F. The prematerial instruction

G" The treatments

H" The posËtest.

Populatíon and Sample

The target population consísted of sixth-grade students in two

school divisíons in Manitoba. The sample comprised all the síxth-grade

students from two elementary schools, one from each school dÍvision:

school Y and school Z.

These schoo1s \,üere selected because of the willíngness of the

respective princípals and teachers to permit students to partícipate,

and because the classroom teachers themselves also showed. enthusiasm

for the research. The total number of sixth-grade students enrolled

in these schools was 108" School Y contained 7I subjects, arranged into

three maËhematics classes grouped homogeneously according to abílíty -
hígh, average, and low. class sízes were 2ir 26, and 18 respect.ively"

Each class vras Laught by a dijÍerent teacher,, school Z contaíned,37

sixth*grade students, arranged into tr,^ro heterogeneous mathematics classes

64
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of 19 and 18 subjects respectively. The same teacher taught both

mathematics classes.

The tot.al sample consisted of 57 males and 51 females. The

experÍment \.{as conducted duríng the fírst two weeks of November, 1983;

hence, the rnajority of the students had only been ín grade six for about

two months.

The basíc design employed in this research was the posttest-only

control group design. initially described by Campbell and Stanley (1966)

and further explicated by Gay (1981) as shown in Figure,3, The represen-

taËion ín Figure 3 indicates that both groups T,{ere exposed to the

índependent varíable.,

RXI 0

RXz0
Figure 3" The posttest-only control group design.
R represenÈs random assignment to groups, X1 and X, represent
experímental and control treatments respecti=vely, ând, O

represenÈs the posttest.
Note. From Gay (l98l, p- 230)

In this study, the independent variable was the method of presentíng

concept ínstances, with the experimental treatment being ratÍonal sets

of examples and nonexamples, and the coritrol treatment being randomly

arranged sets of examples and non.examples. The dependent variables were

the 1) classifícatory and 2) formal levels of concept attainment, as

defíned by Klausmeier (1976a) " The geometrj_c concept taught was the

parallelogram"

In each math class, following the completion of the íntroductory

activities on day one, subjecLs r¿ere rand.omly assigned to tïeatments

Research Design
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using a table of random numbers. The strata were mathematics class,

studentrs sex, and mathemaËics ability. Experímental and control

subjects in each class were then sunmed. The experimental group

consisted of 54 subjects,29 maLes and 25 females. The control group

consísted oÍ.54 subjects, 28 males and 26 fernales. Groups were randomly

assigned to treatments"

Two subjects, one of each sex and from dífferent groups, díd not

attend school on the day the treatments r¡/ere adminisÈered; whíle one

female subject from the experirnental group did not turn up for the post-

test. These three subjects were therefore dropped from the final sample..

Slnce such loss of subjects r,/as not due to the treatmenÈs, it could be

regarded as random loss; hence, ít did not affect the rand.omÍzed nature

of the experimental and contror groups. The final sample, therefore,

consisted of 105 subjects" The experimental group consísted of 52

subjects, 29 males and 23 females; while 53 subjects, 27 mares and,26

females, comprised the control group.

Schools were reluctant to release confídential information on

subjects regarding scores on mathematics tests; further, the schools

used different standardized ínstruments. Hence, teacher ratíngs of

mathematics ability had to be used.

Mathematícs abilíty had to be included when assígning subjects

to treatment groups ín order to maintain consistency in the sampling

procedure. In school Y, the three mathematics classes r^/ere homogeneous

(high, average, and low) according to the Ëeachers; random assignment

in each of these classes therefore írnplied that math ability was being

consídered" Hence, in school z where, according to the teacher, the two

classes r¿ere heterogeneous, the teacher was asked to ïaÈe each st.udentrs
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mathematics abilíty using the general guide: high (75-100), average

(50-75), low (below 50)" The teacher's ratirigs \¡/ere therefore intuíËíve..

This rnethod of rating was satisfactory since the same teacher taught both

groups" It is recognized, however, that teacher ratings of mathematics

ability may not. be as relíable as raËings based on standardized test

results.

The basic design was extended into tv/o more extensive designs:

1) a nonorthogonal Ëreatment X school factorial- design, with school as

a fixed blocking factor, and 2) a nonorthogonal treatment X rnath ability

factorial design, with math ability as a fixed blocking factor. In both

designs the treatmenL factor \¡ras fixed, The first design was employed

to take into consj-deration the school variable which may have affected

the results" Table 1 shows the cell sizes for the treatment X school

des ign.

Table I

Cell Sizes f.or the Treatment X School DesÍgn

Treatments
Schools Experímental Control Total

Y

Z

34

18

69

36

35

1B

Total 52 53 105

To accommodate the exploratory purpose of this research, that is, to

determine wheËher there r¿as evidence of an inter:actíon between Ëhe treat-
ments and math ability, mathematics ability \.{as used as a blocking varia.ble

irrespective of school-" Table 2 shows the ce1] sizes for the treatment x
math ability design.
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Table 2

Cells SÍzes for the Trearment X Math Abí1íty Design

Levels of
Math Abilitv

Treatments
Experimental Control Total

High

Average

Low

L9

2T

L2

20

20

13

39

4L

25

Total 52 53 105

The cell sizes in Table 2 were obtained by taking the subjects from

Lhe respective classes in school y and addÍng them to subjects from

school z according to the Ëeacherrs rating of each subjectrs math

abílity. For example, all the experimental subjects in the high ability

class at school Y were added to the experi-mental subjects rated high

abilíty by the teacher at school Z to obtain the total number of high

ability subjects for the experÍmental group. The same procedure was

used for the control group and for the other levels of math ability.

since Èhe purpose of this aspect of the research was exploratory, the

above procedure seemed adequate"

The Maior Stages of Ëhe Research

Prior to commencement, of the study, approval to conduct the research

was obtained from the school dívisions and the school príncípals. The

study ü/as approved by the EthÍcs Review Commíttee, Uníversíty of ì4anÍtoba.

Prelimínary pí1ot work was conducted with grade 5 students in school

X, a metropolitan l,'línnípeg school, on June l0th, 1983" The purpose of

this preliminary work was to determine studentst level of understanding

of three selecLed geomeLric concepts: equílateral triangle, quadrílateral,
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and parallelogram, on compleËÍon of grade five and to pílot some test

material. Analysis of Ëhe fíndings of thís phase led to a selection

of the concep t parallelo gram as the focus of this research" Further

prelimínary work was conducted on July l3th, 1983, using a group of

stud.ents age 10 to L4 years enrolled in a summer course j-n mícrocomputers

at the Uníversíty of Manitoba. The purpose of this exercise was Lo pílot

a varíety of instances of the concept parallelogram and to determine the

levels of difficulty of the instances for use in desígning the rational

sets of examples and nonexamples.

The formal pilot study was conducted during the period October Bth-

10th, 1983, at school X. This represented a trial run of the experíment.

0n completion of the pilot study, modifications were made to instruments

and procedures.

Prior to the experimental period (September/October, 1983), díscussions

were held with class teac.hers regarding the purpose of the study, the

ratÍonal-e behind the design of ínstructíonal and test materíals, the

procedures to be employed in conducting the research, and the role the

teachers would play at each stage. These discussions \dere conducted in

order to reduce the effecË of the teacher variable by standardizíng the

ínstrucËions and procedures to be employed; the teacher variable was

further conLrolled by randomly assigning subjects to treatments in each

classroom. A copy of the detailed written instructions and guidelines

that were given to teachers regardíng the sequenc.e of activities may be

found in Appendix B"

The experíment was conducted in two three-day intervals over a tv/o-

week period in November, 1983" No pretest v/as administered in thís

research" The results of the prelíminary pilot work (June, r9B3)
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indicated little substantial variation in the pattern of performance at

the classificatory and formal 1eve1s at the end of grade five; the general

pattern l^/as one of very low performarrce at these levels. At the tíme of

the experiment, no work on the concept parallelogram had yet been done

at grade 6 Ín eíther of the schools involved ín the research; ín fact,

little or no work in geomeËry had yet been covered by the grade 6 Èeachers

in either school. Hence, assuming that the pattern of weaknesses

established durÍng the preliminary pilot work was a f.aír reflectíon of

weaknesses in the population, stratified random assignment to groups

could be assumed to neutraLLze the effects of whatever individual

differences existed, thus balancing the groups; rt was felt that

administeríng a pretest would have introduced a confounding factor

(pretest-treatment interactíon) unnecessarily in the design.

During the period November 7tin-9tln, the experÍment \,.ras conducted

at school Z; during the fo11owíng week, November l4th-16th, the

experiment T^/as conducted at school y. rn each school, the sequence of

actívities !üas as follows: day one, the prematerial instruction, which

involved the students in introductory activíties and discussion regarding

the concept and its characteristics; day two, administering instructíonal

materials, where students were randomly assigned to study ínstructional

booklets designed accordíng to the experímental and control treatmenls;

and day three, administeríng the postËest. A1l instïuments lrere

r esearcher-developed.

In'the followíng sectíons, detailed descriptíons of each of the major

stages of the research have been provided: preliminary pilot r^rork, the

pilot study, the premateríal instruction, the treatments, and the posttest.
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Preliminary Pilot h7ork

Preliminary pí1ot work was conducted i.n two phases.

Phase One

This phase occurred ín June, 1983. The purpose r,/as to pilot some

test material with fifty grade 5 students at school x, in order to gaín

sorne ínsíght on the leve1 of students t understanding of certain concepts

at the end of grade 5. The results of this phase assísted the researcher

in selecting an appropriate concept to be used with grade 6 students.

After exanining the grade 6 math curriculum as outlined in the K-6

Mathematics Currículum (f978) of the Maníroba Department of Education,

the reseatrcher selected three concepts for this prelirninary investigation:

the equilateral triangle, quadrilateral, and the parallelogram. rtems

were r¡rítten at the four levels of concept attaínment (I(lausmeier et a1.,

L974). Item types were based on objectives advanced by Klausmeíer et al.
(L974) and Diluzio, Katzenmeyer, and Klausmeíer (L975).

Items at the concïete leve1 required. subjects to examine an example

of a concept on one page of Ehe test booklet, and then on the following

page to locate the drawing that looked closest to the first drawing among

at least five other polygons. The correct choice had the same spatial

orientation as on the preceeding page. rtems at the identíty level

employed similar task and stímulus material as for the concrete level.

However, the correct choice on the second page of each ÍËem rvas rotated

so that it had a dÍfferent spatial orientation than the drawing on the

preceeding page. A total of 9 items explored skíl1s at the concrete

and identity levels for the three concepts.

rtems at the classificatory level requÍred subjects to identify

a variety of Ínstances of each concept as examples and nonexamples of
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the respective concepts. Items at the formal level explored studentsr

ability to define the concepts, díscrimínate the relevant attributes of

the concepts, and identify relevant and irrelevant aËtributes of the

concepts" To accommodate a large number of items at the classifícatory

and formal levels, the ítems hiere arranged ínto tvÍo test forms and randomly

dístributed to the students. Each test form contained the 9 items at the

concrete and identity levels; hence, all 50 students responded to Lhese

items.

The results of the tests have been tabulated in Appendíx A. The

general trend showed that the majority of studenËs performed satisfactorily

at the concrete and identíty levels, but most students experienced

considerable dífficulty on items at the classificatory and formal levels

for all three concepts" Hence, the researcher decided to focus this

research on the classifícatory and formal levels of concept attainment.

The parallelogram was selected as the geometríc concept to be taught

because many studies ínvolving rational sets had investigated the equi-

lateral trÍangle (Klausmeier & Feldman, r973, L975; Klausmeier, Ghatala,

& Frayer, L974; McMurray, Bernard, & Klausmeier, L974; Tennyson, Chao,

& Youngers, 1981), and the quadrilateral had been used to illustraËe

item types by Klausmeíer et al. (L974). The parallelogram had received

much less research atËention regarding rational sets.

Phase T\¿o

The second phase of the preliminary pilot work was conduct.ed in July,

1983. Thís entailed establishing difficulty levels for the insËance pool

of the concept parallelogram before aïranging the rational sets" This

procedure was found to be ímportant by previous research (Tennyson,

Inloolley, & Merrill, L972) and stressed ín concept lesson design (Merrill

& Tennyson, 1977).
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A pool of instances of the concept parallelogram were developed

by the researcher and administered to a group of studenËs age 10 to 14

years for classífication. The students \,r/ere errrolled in a sunmer course

in computers at the Faculty of Educatíon, universÍty of Manítoba.

Examples ín the pool were matched with nonexamples to form 16 divergent

matched pairs' There were 12 other varied but unmatched instances. All

the instances I¡/ere then randomly arranged ínto a classifj-cation test.
Subjects first read a definition of the concept parallelogram and then

I'rere requíred to classify each instance as an example or nonexample of

a parallelogram.

Merrill and Tennyson (I977) suggest the following percentage ranges

for determíning dífficulty levels: difficult (o-30), medium (30-70),

and easy (70-100), This researcher díd not find such a range ín the

classífícation scores; none of the instances had a difficulty level
below 50 percent. some of the children were older than the targer

populatíon (grade 6 students) for this research; hence, the researcher

retained the entíre instance pool. The following 1evels were arbitraríly

adopted for this research: difficult (below 65), medium (65-85), easy

(85-100). These difficulty 1evels \rere taken into consid.eration when

arrangíng pairs of instances within ratíonal sets" An attempË was made

to arrange pairs of items of similar difficulty 1eve1 together.

The Pilot Srudy

The pilot study was conducted during the períod Ocrober Bth-lOth,

1983, at school X. There were 48 grade 6 students involved. The purposes

of the pí1ot study r,{ere to: l) determine rhe clarity and qualíty of the

introductory actÍ-víties/student worksheets, and guidelínes for teachers

coveríng the prematerial instructlonal phase; 2) evaluate the quality
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and clarity of the Ínstructional materials, test, and general instructíons

to studenËs; 3) obtaín estimates of the time required to admini.ster the

materÍals; 4) obtain data to calculate ínternal consistency reliabilíty

coefficíents for the classíficatory and formal levels subtests; and

5) obtain estímaËes of power associated with the research.

on completion of the pilot study, modifícations were made to

ínstruments and procedures to be employed Ín the experiment. A díscussÍon

of the reliabilíty of the posttest based on the data from the pílot study

is presented below l{ith the discussion of the posttest.

Power Analysis

Power refers to the sensítivíty of an experiment to ídentify treat-

menË effects. Statistical power is the apriorí probabí1ity of correctly

rejecting the null hyporhesís (cohen, L973, p. 226). Alrhough povüer

is improved by other means, such as reducíng random varíation in treaËment

conditions, analyzíng rhe effect of control factors used in an experiment,

and reducing subject variabí1ity, Keppel (LgBz) has noted that the

choice of sample síze ís the primary means by which sËatistícal power

is controlled ín an experiment (p. 70).

In Èhis research, only two schools were available to the researcher

for the experiment; hence, the sample size was fixed accordíng to the

number of grade 6 students in the two schools" A consíderation of power

was therefore ínformat.ive. Keppel points out that if the size of. a

treatment effect ís not known to the researcher, a practÍcal approach

to estimatíng statistícal povüer is to use the information provided by a

pÍlot study" Hence, the data from the pilot study in Ëhis research was

used Ëo estimate statistíca1 power,
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Using procedures suggested by Keppel (1982), the po\.r/er esËimates

assocíated with the subtests at the classificatory and formal levels

v/ere approxímately .78 and .50 respectíve1y. Further ínformation on

Ëhe power analysis may be found in Appendix E.

The Prematerial Instruction

On day one of the research in each school, subjects were involved

in introductory activities and discussion involving the parallelogram

and its characteristícs. This phase of the research was referred to as

the prematerial instructlon (Klausmeier, Ghatara, & Frayer, rg74) 
"

The purpose of Èhis phase \,\ias to establish an intentíon on the part

of the students to learn the concept parallelogram (Bruner, Goodnow,

& Austin, 1956; Klausmeier, r976b) and to make the ínstructional phase

of the research a better reflection of actual classroom behavior; thís

I¡/as a limítatíon of much of the research in the líterature ínvolving

rational sets (cohen & carpenter, 1980; Geeslin, Lg74). The above

objective was achíeved by: 1) providing some opportunity for children to

do exploratory work and actively engage in searchíng for some of the

crítícal and variable attrÍbutes of the concept (Klausmeier, r976b;

Po1ya, 1977): and 2) ensuring that children could read the rerms and

had some understanding of Ëhe rneaning of the terms whích would be

encountered when studying the instructional materials (Klausrneier et al.
1974) 

"

The class teachers conducted thís phase usíng lesson objectíves and

procedures supplied by the researcher" rn this way, the activities in
each classroom T¡Iere standardízed" Each class Ì¡/as taught as an entire
group; thus, both experimental and control subjects \,üere exposed to the

same introductory activíties, The teachers r¡/ere told to focus theír
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entire díscussíon on the examples provided on the worksheet, and not

to discuss -ûonexamples of the relevant attributes of the parallelogram

as thís \^7as a major objective of the ínstructional material. A copy of

the lesson objectives and procedures for the prematerial instruction has

been províded in AppendÍx B.

The Treatments

On the second day of the research in each school, subjects studied

experimental and control materials. Prior to day twon the researcher

secured a list of the names of the students in each class, and randomly

assigned subjects to treatmenL conditions using a process of stratified

random sampling wiËh class, studenËs' sex, and teacher rating of math

ability as strata. Random assignment to Ëreatments following the pre-

material instruction served to neutralize the effects of the prematerial

ínstruction across experimental and control groups; hence, ít could be

assumed that groups were equivalent aË the commencement of the treatment

conditions. Stratífied random assignment also served. to ensure that
groups were equivalent on other ímportant variables. Finally, random

assignment to groups also served to neutraLíze the effects of the teacher

variabl e.

Ihe ínstructions to the students prior to theír commencing studying

the material, ericouraged them to take theÍr time when reading/working

through the materials and to follow the sequence of nrrmberrs accompanying

each diagram in the ínstructional materials" This was in an effort to

ensure thaË subjects studying the rational sets r¿ould be more likely to

identify similarities and d.ifferences between matched pairs of examples

and nonexamples.
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In studying the instrucËional matería1s, subjects were allowed

enough time in which to study the material at their o\i7n pace. However,

as a result of observatíons made during the pílot study, a mínimum tíme

of fifteen minutes was specífied because the researcher felt that the

material could not be adequately studied ín less,than fífteen minutes.

Details of the instructions given to teachers (students) when ad.minis-

tering (studyíng) the ínstructional materials may be found in Appendíx
D
D.

The Expe rímental Treat.ment

Subjects in the experimental group vüere required to study researcher-

developed instructional matería1 involving rational sets of examples and

nonexamples of the concept païallelogram. The experímental materÍal

consisted of a definition of the concept, a líst of the relevant

atËributes, four rational sets of examples and nonexamples presented

i-n an expository format, and three practice/interrogatory sets each

with four novel instances.

Each rational set consisted of four matched pairs of exarnples and

nonexamples of the concept parallelogram. Examples were divergent (varied)

in terms of the írrelevant (variable) attributes of the concept. The

following I¡/ere considered to be variable attributes: length of sÍdes,

síze of angles, size of figure, orientation on Ëhe page, and. thi-ckness

of sides (sowder, 1980). Each nonexample differed from the corresponding

example in at least one of the critical or definíng attributes of the

concept" The four ratíonal sets v¡ere arranged ín ascend.íng order of

difficulty; difficulty levels for pairs of instances \¡/ere determj_ned

from rhe results of prelimÍnary pilot work conducted in July, 1983.
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The procedures used in designíng the experj-ment.al material were

adapted from procedures advanced by Merrill and Tenn¡rson (1977) and,

Tennyson, chao, and Youngers (1981). The steps involved ín designing

the material were as follows:

1" The taxonomícal structure of the concept vras first determíned. The

three levels of the conceptts structuïe - superordinate, coordinate, and

subordínate - \^/ere analyzed for critícal and. varíable attributes.

2. A defínítion of the concept lras prepared in terms of the critical

attríbutes, and a pool of examples and nonexamples rùas prepared on the

basís of critical and variable attributes.

3" The examples and nonexamples r¡/ere arranged ín rational sets by

appropriate manipulation of the attributes.

4. The ratíonal sets rüere pïesented in an expository format; that is,

each instance \¡/as accompanied by a statement specifying whether it was

an example or nonexample of a parallelogram, and nonexamples r,üere

explained ín terms of the critical attríbutes of the concept. The

material also contaíned interrogatory seËs of instances (not necessarily

raËíona1 sets) which presented subjects with a líst of questions based

on the relevant atËributes of the concept, and requíred subjects to use

these questions ín classífying novel instances.

The above steps represented four out of five steps suggested by

Tennyson et al. (1981), as required for concept lesson design" The

omitÈed step suggested that Ëhe presentatÍon order of examples and

nonexamples within the rational sets should depend on the studentts

response patËern" This step \^/as considered to be iirapplicable

to this research because it emerged from research involving the simul-

taneous teaching of coordinate concepts a.nd requires an algorithmic/
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adaptive design r¿hích involves use of a compuLer" This step has not

been employed in printed instructional material. A copy of the

experimental material- has been provided Ín Appendíx C.

The Control TreaËment

subjects in the control group r¡/ere required to study researcher-

developed instructj-onal material involving randomly arranged sets of
examples and nonexamples of the concept parallelogram. The control
material consisted of a definition of the coricept, a 1íst of the

rclevant attributes, four randomly arranged. seËs of.examples and non-

examples presented Ín an exposÍtory format, and three practice/interrogaÈory

sets each !üíth four novel instances for subjects to practise their
prototype of the concept. A table óf random numbers \.üas used to

determine the sequence of presentation of instances in the randomly

arranged sets,

Establísh ing control wíthín the material. Keppel (1982) has

emphasized that the only difference between conditÍons in an experimental

study should be the independent vari-able. rn this research, the

independent variable was the method of presenting concept instances:

rational sets of examples and. nonexamples versus randomly arranged sets.
Hence, every effort was made Eo ensure that the only difference in the

instructional materíals was the independenË variable.

The following measures r^/ere taken to achieve this control:
1. The control method contained the same. defínition and list of
attríbutes as the experimental rnaterial. A summary of research on

concept Èeachíng/learning (Tennyson & Park, fgBO) has shown that the

type of definition given affected. concept learnÍng.
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2" The total number of ínstances in the control maÈeríal was the same

as in the experimenËal materj-al (4+7 t comprised or 20 exampres and

24 nonexamples.

3. Presentatíon form ldas controlled. There were 32 instances ín the

rational sets; the same/simílar instances !üere presented in the randomly

arranged sets. The expository explanations accompanyíng specific

instances in the control maËerial were Lhe same as the correspondíng

explanations in the experimental matería1. ThÍs was consídered to be

very important because there ís research evid.ence (Frayer, r9l0; Nelson,

1973; Tennyson, steve, & Boutwell, 1975) to suggest that the type of

verbal cues/analytic informatíon used could affect concept learn1ng.

The three practíce/interrogatory sets were the same for both groups.

4. All other features of the materials were the same; for example, the

size of the instructíonal booklets (11 pages), and the colour of the

paper.

These procedures for establíshíng control r,¿ithin the materj-als

ensured that any observed dÍfferences could be more confíd.ently attributed
to the treatment manipulatíon. A copy of the control materíal may be

found in Appendix C"

The Posttest

on day Èhree of the research in each school' a postt.est \.{as

adminístered" The posttest measured performance on two dependent

varíables: the 1) classificatory and, 2) formal levels of concept

attaínment, as defíned by Klausmeier et al. (rg74) and. Klausmeíer

(L976a) " subtests measuring these Lwo levels of concept attainment !Íere

built Ínto an instrument designed by the researcher" The objectives and

item types for the subtests r,üere adapted from objectives and ítem types
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advanced by Klausmeier et al. (L974) and DiLuzío et a1.

Table 3 shows the specificatíons for the posttest.

the test may be found Ín Appendix D.

Table 3

Specifícations for Posttest

Level of Attaínment No. of Items Specífic ltems

(Le7 s) .

A copy of

Classificatory
Formal

6

I2

L-6

7-L4, Ig-22Díscrimination & Naming
Inferring relevant and
írrelevant attríbutes
Evaluating and Defining

6

6
23-25,
15 -18,

27 -29
26, 30

Total 30

Validity and Reliabílir v

To determine content validíty of the testing instrument, the specifíc

objectives for each level of attainment were given to four mathematics

educators at the Faculty of Educatíon, along with inc.ompleLe tables of

specifications. The judges \.i/ere requested to identify the items in

the test which in Ëhej-r opinÍon reflected the given objectíves for each

subtest. This exercise was done individually and the judges did not

see the test specifications. Responses v/ere received from only two o,f

the judges; the classifícati,on of item types for each of these judges

showed 100 percent agreement with the table of specifications"

An objective procedure was used in scoring the posttest. The

classifícatory 1eve1 subtest contained 6 ítems" rlems 1-3 were of a

Ëypical multiple choíce format and were awarded one mark for a coïrect
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ansI,üer and no marks for an incorrect ans\^rer. Items 4-6 required subjects

to classify a totaL or 26 instances as examples oï nonexamples of a

parallelogram; each instance r¡/as awarded one mark if correct. The

subjectrs classifícatíon score was the number of correct classífications.

Hence, the maximum possible score for the classificatory 1evel was 29.

The formal level subtest consÍsted oT. 24 items of a typical multiple

choice formaË and each item was awarded one mark if correct and no marks

if incorrecË. Hence" the maximum possible score for the formal level

subtest was 24. The ansr¡/er key for the posttesË has been províded in
Appendix D.

To estimate the reliability of the testing instrument, an internal

consisÈency relÍabilÍty coeffícient was calculated using the scores

obtained from the piloL study. such a coefficÍent provided an index

of the homogeneity of the test items for each subtest (popham, 1981,

p. L42). The Kuder-Richardson method, K-R21, was used to estÍmate

internal consistency for each subtest: 1) classífícatory anð, 2) formal

levels of concept attaÍnment.

The reliability coefficient vras estimated over the entire set of
test scores for the pil0t sample (N=48). Table 4 shows the relevant

statistics used ín estí-mating reliabilíty coeffícíents.

Table 4

Maximum Score (K), Means (M) n and
Standard Deviatíons (S) for pilot Study Subtests

Subtests
SMK

Class ifícatory
Formal

29

24

26.02

13. B3

3 "72

4.7L
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Usíng Ëhese sËatistícs, the K-R2l reliabilíty coefficients for the

classifícatory and formal levels subtests r^rere computed to be . 84 and

.77 respectively" A reliability coefficient for scores on the entire

test v/as not calculated since overall scores were of no importance to

this research.



Chapter 5

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Thís chapter presents and analyzes the data obtained in the research"

Descríptive statistics (means and standard deviations) are first
presented for each dependent variable (the (1) classÍfícatory and.

(2) formal level-s of concept attainment), to describe the overall
performance of the experimental and. control groups. Further presentation

of descriptive statistics, and statistical analyses, have been organLzeð,

around Èhe treatment X school and the treatment X math abílíty facËoríal

designs respectively. An estímate of partial omega squared, as a measure

of the strength of association between the treatments and the dependent

varíables, has been calculated using the data from the treatment X math

abilÍty analysis; thís estimate has only been computed for the dependent

variable whích shows a signíficant treatment main effect. The chapter

concludes wíth a summary of the resurts of the analysis.

Interpretation of the results of the analyses of variance performed

on the data is based on the standard parametric (sTP) straËegy as described

by Herr and Gaebelein (1978). The related compuËer program employed ín
performing the ANOVA for the treaËment X school and the treatment X math

ability factorial designs was sAS 82 proc GLM with Type rrr sum of

squares SAS USERI S GUIDE L9B2) 
"

The Overall Performance of Tr eatment Groups

Table 5 shows the means and standard deviations of the experimental

and control groups for each dependent variable. The descriptive statistics',.
are based on the total number of subjects in each group.,

B4
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Table 5

Group Sízes (N), Means (M), and Standard Devíatíons (SD)
for each Treatment Group and for each Dependent variabl-e

Dependent Variable
Treatment Classíficatory Level Formal Level

Exper ímental
N

M

SD

Control
N

M

SD

52
27 .33
2.00

53
26 .57
2.38

52
L6.44
3.96

53
14. 30
4.84

Note. Maximum possible scores for the crassificatory and formal
levels subtesËs were 29 and 24 respectívely.

Examination of Table 5 reveals that there r¡/as a relatively smal1

dífference in means ("76) betr.qeen experi-mental and control groups at the

classíficatory leve1 (27"33 versus 26.57); whíle the difference Ín means

at the formal level (2.L4) was much more substantial (16.44 versus 14.30).

In each group, the sÈandard deviation of scores on the formal level
subÈest was much larger than for the classificatory 1eve1, indicating

wider variabilíty in performance at the formal level, This varíability

appeared to be more pronounced in the control group.

The Treatment X School Des Ígn

To determine whether the school factor had any effect on the results,
school was used as a blockÍ-ng factor" The school factor \^/as assumed to

be fixed (rather than random) in order to ímprove the povÍer associated.

wíth the statistícal tesË (the F test) " Further, the number of schools

clearly did noË reflecË a random sample,.
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Statístical tests of significance T,üere conducted at the .05 level

of significance, based on the srp interpretation. The nul1 hypot.hesis

(Ho) and alternate hypothesis (Hf) tested for each effecË, and for each

dependent variable, rnay be stated as follows:

School main effecL. There Ís no significant difference in
school means.

School means are not equal.

There is no signíficant difference ín
treatment means.

Treatment means are not equa1.

There ís no interaction"

There i-s an interaction effect.

o

TreatmenÈ main effect. H

H

"l

Int erac t ion.

o

Ht

H
o

Ht

Classificato ry Level

DescripËive statÍstics relevant. to performance on the classificatory
level subtest are shown in Table 6. A comparison of the means in this

Table 6

Group Sizes (N), Means (M), and Standard DevÍarions (SD)
for each School and for Treatments in each school on the

Classificatory Level Subtest

Treatment
School Experimental Control

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

Y
69
27.00
2.43

Z

36
26.83
1.80

34
27.32
2"2L

35
26 .69
2"58

1B
26 .33
1.91

1B
27 "33
1. 53
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table shows that the difference Ín means for both the treatment effect

and the school effect was quite small on the classífícatory level subtest.

Analysis of variance \^ras used to determine whether there l{as any

significant difference in means. Table 7 shows the ANOVA sunmary table.

Table 7

ANOVA Summary Table for rhe Trearment (A) X School (B)
Design for Scores on the Classifícatory Level Subtest

Source SS df. MS F

A

B

AXB
S/As (error)

15" 86

.69

.78

s06.98

1

1

I
101

15. B6

.69

.78

5.02

3. L6

<l
<1

Total 524 " 3L I04

None of the F ratios in Table 7 were signifícant at Ëhe . 05 1evel

of significance. Hence, the nul1 hypotheses for the treatment and school

maín effects, and for the interaction effect, cannot be rejected. for

scores on the classificatory subtest.

Formal Level

Table B shows the descríptive statistícs for scores on the formal

level subtest" The difference in school means for scores on the formal

level subtest \,úas very small (15"5r versus 15" 0g). Ho\rever, the

differences in treatment means in each school were much larger (L6.4r

versus L4.63, a difference of r.7B;16.50 versus L3.67, a díffeïence

of 2.83), The ANOVA sunmary tabre is presented in Tabre 9"
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Table B

Group sizes (N), Means (M), and standard Deviations (sD) for
each school- and for Treätments in each school on the Formal

Level Subtest

Treatment
School Experímental Control

N

M

SD

Y
69
15. 51

4 "49
L

36
15. 0B

4 "66

34
76.4L
4.03

35
L4.63

4 "73

N

M

SD

18
L6

3

.50
B2

1B
\3"67
4.99

Table 9

ANOVA Summary Table for rhe Trearmenr (A) X School (B)
Design for Scores on the Formal Level Subtest

Source SS df MS F

A

B

AXB
S /A3

L26.04

4. sr
6.52

2044 "9L

126.04

4.5L

6.52

20.25

6.22sc

<1
<1

1

1

1

101

Total 2181.98 L04

,kþ . .01

The school main effect, and the interaction, were again nonsignificant
at the.05 level of significance. However, Lhe F ratio for the treat_
ment maín effect was significanÈ (F=6,22, p <.01). Hence, the nrrl.l

hypothesis for the treatment main effect musL be rejecled for scores

at the formal level, in favor of the alternate hypothesis that treatment
means r^Iere not equal.
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Since the school maín effect and the ínteraction r¡/ere not sígni-

ficant at either the classÍficatory or formal level, the school factor

can be omitted in further analysis of the daÈa.

The Treatment X Math Abilir y Design

To facilitaËe the exploratory purposes of this research math ability
r,¡as used as a blockíng factor, with levels: high, average and 1ow.

F tests were conducted at the.05 level of sígnifícance, based on the

srP ínterpretation. The null hypothesis (Ho) and alternate hypothesis

(Hl) tested f or each dependent variable \.üere as f ollor¡s:

l.{ath abílity main effect, H^: There ís no sígníficant differenceo ln means.

Treatment main effect.

InteracË ion.

l"fath abilÍ"ty means are not equal .

There ís no significant dj-fference
in t.reatment means.

Treatment means are not equal.

There is no interaction.

There i-s an ínËeractíon effect.

Hl'

H:
o

Hlt

H:
o

Hrt

Classificatory Level

Descríptive statístÍcs for the classificatory level subtest are

shown in Table 10. This table shows that the relative ranking of the

experimental and control groups T,\ias constanË at each level of rnath

abílity; however, the difference ín treatment means at each level of
math abilíty was less than 1"00. As would be expected, however, the

means for high ability and average abílity subjects Ì.,/ere well above

the mean for low abí1ity subjects, suggesting that there might have

been a main effect due to math ability.
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Table 10

Group Sizes (N), Means (M), and Standard Deviations (SD)
for each Level of Math Abílity and for Treatments at each

Level on the Classificatory Level Subtest

Treatment
Level of
Math Abilíty Experímental Control

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

High
39
27.85
r"46

Average
4L
26.90
2"09

Low
25
25 "60
2.7 L

T9
28 "L6
0.7 4

72
26 "00
2.91

20
27 .55
1. 86

2L
27 .33
L.64

20
26 "45
2.40

13
25.23

2. 39

Table 11 provídes a sunÌmary of the results of the analysis of

variance performed on the data. The treatnment maÍn effect r,ras not

significant, nor \,üas the ínËeraction effect. Hence, the nu1l hypotheses

Table 11

ANOVA Summary Table for the Treatment (A) X Math
Abílity (M) Design for scores on the classificatory Level subtesË

Source SS df MS F

A

M

AXM
S/AM

74.17

76.44

.38

43r.40

L4.L7

38.22

.t9
4.36

3.25

8.77r,

<1

I
2

2

99

ToËal

tp < .ol

522.39 104
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for the Lreatment effect and the ínteractíon cannot be rejected. The

F ratio for the math ability main effect was signi-ficant (F=8.77, Þ <.01).

Hence, the null hypothesis must be rejected in favor of the alternate

hypothesis, that math abí1ity means r/,/ere not equal.

Formal Level

Descriptive stati-stícs associated with scores on the formal level
subtest are shown Ín Table 12" The differences in means for each level

Table 12

Group sizes (N), Means (M), and standard Devíatíons (sD) for eachLevel of Math Abí1ity and for Treatments at each Level on the
Formal Level Subtest

Level of
Math Abíliry

Treatment

Experimental Control

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

N

M

SD

TVEA

High
39
T6,87
4"36

Low
25
13.00

4 "s0

L9
L8.26

3" 35

.37

.74

27
L5..67
3.73

age

20
15. s5
4.77

20
15. 05
4.s0

3

.08

4L
15

4

L2
L4"92
4.L3

13
11

4
2

of math abilÍty r,/ere more evident at the formal level. Further, the

rankíng of the experimental group relatíve to the control group was the

same at all ability levels. The differences in means seemed to be more

striking for hígh ability subjects (L8.26 versus 15"55, a difference of
2"7I), and for low ability subjects (I4"g2 versus IL,23, a difference of
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3.69); the difference in means for average abí1ity subjects was much

smaller (r5"67 versus 15.05, a difference of .62). These differences

suggest that there might have been an ordinal interactf.on (Keppel,

L9B2).

The summary table for the analysis of variance performed on scores

on the formal level subtest is shown in Table 13. The treatment main

effect (F=7.56, p < .01) and rhe math abiliry maín effecr (F=6.19,

p < "01) were both signíficant. Hence, the null hypotheses for the

Table 13

ANOVA Summary Table for the Treatment (A) X
Math AbÍlity (M) Design for scores on Ëhe Formal Level subtest

Source SS df MS F

A

M

AXM
s /¿¡t

136 .53

223.60

41 .88

L787.48

136.53

111. 80

20.94

18. 06

7 . s6r,

6.L9,\

L.16

1

2

2

99

Total 2L89 .49 104

t'p < .ol

treatment and math ability main effects respectívely must be rejected,
in favor of the alternate hypotheses that Ëreatment and rnath abilíty
means r'/ere not equal . The interaction effect was not significant. Hence,

the null hypothesis of no i-nteraction cannot be rejected.

Str th of associatíon. Since the treatment effect. was signíficant
at the formal lever, an estimate of partíar omega squared was c_omputed

using the data from Table 13. Partial omega squared provides an estimate
of the strength of association between the treatment manÍpulation and
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scores at the formal level independently of Ëhe effect of math ability

(Maxwell, camp, & Arvey, 1981). partial omega squared r¡as found to be

.06. Hence, the treatment rnanipulation accounted for 6% of. the variance

in test scores. A further explanation of partial omega squared is

given ín Appendíx E.

Summary of Results

The results of the statístical analysis of daÈa are summarized.

below. Each null hypothesis listed in chapter one ís first stated,

and is then followed by a statement concerning its rejectíon or non-

rej ect ion.

Hvpothesis One

There is no significant dífference in mean performance at the

classificatory level between subjects who study rational sets of
examples and nonexamples and subjects who study randomly arranged sets.

No significant F ratío was obtaíned for the treatment effect when

school or math abilíty was used as a blocking factor. Hence, hypothesis

one cannot be rejected.

Hypothesís T\uo

There is no significant difference in mean performance at the formal

1evel between subjects who study rational sets of examples and nonexamples

and subjects who study randomly arranged sets"

The F ratíos for the treatment effect were sÍgnificant both when

school was used as a blockíng factor (F= 6.22, p < "0r), and when math

ability r¿as used as a blocking factor (F=7.56, p . .01). Hence, hypothesÍs

trn/o must be rejected in favor of subjects who studied ratíonal_ sets of
examples and nonexamples.
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Hypothesis Three

There is no signíficanr" interaction between the treatments and

math abí1ity for performance at the classificatory leve1.

No signíficant interaction effect was found for scores at the

classÍficatory 1evel. Hence, hypothesis three cannot be rejected. A

signifícant maÍn effect was found for math abílíty (F=8"77 , p < .01).

Hypothesis Four

There is no sígnificant interaction between the treatments and math

ability for performance at Ëhe formal level"

No signifícant interactíon effect was found. for scores at the

formal level" Hence, hypothesís four cannot be rejected" since the

treatment maín effect \,ras sígnífícant at the formal leve1, the nonsignifi-
cant interaction suggests that subjects who studied rational seÈs

performed better than subjects who studied randomly arranged sets across

all levels of math ability" A sígnificant main effect was also found for
math abilíty (F=6.19, p < .01).

Strength of Assocíat.íon

No estímate of partial omega squared lùas computed for performance

at the classificatory level when math abí1ity r¿as used as a blocking

factor, since the treatment F raËío l{as not signifícant. partíal omega

squared computed using data from the formal level ANOVA summary table,
r^ras estÍmated to be .06; that is, about 6% or the variance in test
scores at the formal level could be accounted. for by the treaËment

manípuJ-ation, independently of the effects of math abí1Íty"
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The School Factor

No signífícant main effect due to the school factor was found at

either the classificatory 1eve1 or the formal level" There was also no

significant interaction between the treatments and the school varíable

on performance at eíther level of concept attainment. Hence, the school

variable had no effecË on student performance.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides a statemenÈ of the conclusíons drawn from

Ëhe resulËs of this research, and relates Ëhese conclusíons to the

theory surrounding the effectiveness of rational sets of teaching

examples and nonexamples in facilitatíng hígher levels of concept

attainment. conclusions apply only to sixth-grade students from the two

Manitoba school divisions whích provided. the population for this research.

Possible ímplications for the teaching of geometríc concepts to grade 6

students are advanced, and recommendatíons are made concerning the

teaching of geometry and for further research.

Conclus:íons

Based on rhe resurts of the anarysis of data, the following
conclusions are advanced:

1' There is no evidence from this study to support the contention that
subjects who study rational sets of examples and nonexamples of a geo-

metric concept perform better than subjects r^/ho study randomly arranged

sets' at the classificatory leve1 of concept attainment.

2' Rational sets of examples and nonexamples tend to bet.ter facílítate
geometric concept acquisitíon at the formal level of concept attainment,
when compared to randomly arranged sets.

3. There is no evidence of an ínteraction betr,¡een the method of
presenting concept instances and the mathematícal abilíty of subjects,
for perfornance at either Ëhe classificatory level or the formal- level of
concept attainment. Rational. sets tend to facilitate concept learning
at the formal 1evel acïoss all levels of mathematíca1 abilÍty (high,
average, and low),

96
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4. The treatment manípulation accounted for about 6 percent of the

variance in scores at the formal level, independently of the effects of

rnaÈhematical ab ility.

Discussion

The results support only certain aspects of the theory surrounding

the effects of rationar sets of teaching examples and nonexamples.

Firstly, the results do not support the conclusíons of Tennyson

et al' (L975) attesting to the superíority of rational sets over randomly

arranged sets for the classificatory 1evel of concept attainment. rnstead,

the results lend some support to the conclusÍon of cohen and carpenter

(1980) that for a geometry concept the method of presentíng examples and

nonexamples makes no difference at the classificatory level.

Secondly, the significanË result at the formal level of attainment

of the concept parallelogram supports conclusíons advanced by McMurray

et a1 " G977) and Tennyson et al. (r9g1) for the geometric concepr

equilateral tríangle. These researchers also found that materÍal involving
rational sets of examples and nonexamples better facilitaËed. concept

acquisition at the formal leve1, than materíal which díd not incorporate

rational sets"

Finally, Tennyson et a1" (1991) reported that for the concept

equílateral tríangle, the expository-i-nterrogat-ory presentation form

made no signíficant difference at Ëhe classificatory leve1, but generated

a significant difference at the formal level" Since the general format

underlying the experímental matería1 in this research was the expository-
interrogatory presentation form, then the results of this resear:ch tend

to support the findings of the Tennyson et a1" (f9g1) study.
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One possible explanatÍon for the nonsignificant result at the

classificatory level may líe in the por^7er estimate calculated on the basís

of the results of the pílot study. The estimate of po\Árer obtained for
the classificatory 1evel subtest was .7g; this was slightly below rhe

.80 suggested as acceptable by cohen (cited in Keppel , rgl2). Random

loss of subjects during the research also served to red.uce por^/er. Hence,

a larger sample size may have produced a sígnifícant treatment effect
at the classifícaËory level.

It musË be noted, however, Ëhat because of the conditional inter-
pretation assocíated r+ith po\"/er estimates, pol{er analysis recedes into
the background in the presence of significant results (Cohen, 1973, p.227).
Therefore, the apparent low power for the formal level obtained during
the pilot phase of this research, in no way detracts from the signifícant
treatment effect found at the formal 1eve1.

Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian (1978) have emphasízed that the defíning
attríbutes of a concept should be made salíent during instruction. rn

this research, Ëhis was the strength of the experÍment.al materiar; the

rational sets made the crÍtical attributes of the concept more salient.
one must conclude that the clarity and organÍ-zed sequence of the instances

in the rational sets better facilitated development of the díscrímÍnation
skills so vital for concept learning at the .formar rever.

Examination of the estimate of partiar omega squared. provid.es a

measure of how much practical importance can be attached to the effective-
ness of rational sets at the formal leve1 of concept attaínment. cohen

(cited ín Keppel, L982, p" 92) has suggested a rough scale for inter-
preting such est'imates: a value of "01 can be regarded as a,,small ,,

effect, a t'mediumtteffect is "06, and a "large" effect is "r5 or greater.
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Partíal omega squared in this research was found to be.06; that ís,
aboui 6 percenË of the variance in test scoïes at Èhe formal 1evel could

be attributed to the treatment manipulation, independ.ently of mathe_

matical abiliEy. one may conclude, therefore, that under the conditions
of the research, rational sets of examples and nonexamples produced a

"medium" effect at the formal leve1, relative to randomly arranged sets.
Further, since the interactíon wíth rnath abí1ity r\ras not significant,
one must also conclude that this ,mediumtr effect operated across arl
levels of mathematícal ability.

Impl ícat ions

The results of thís study hold ímportant implications for Èhe

teachlng of geometric concepts to síxth_grade students.

Firstly, material involving rational sets of examples and nonexamples

can be effectivel-y and meaningfurly employed ín the teaching of geometry

concepts to grade 6 students. The prematerial ínstructional phase of
thís research ensured that the sequence in r¿hích the instructional
materials r¿ere introduced ínto the unit of work reflected typical
mathematics classroom situation; in effect, the prematería1 instructional
phase served to validate the results for mathematics classroom instruction.
The 'rmedíum" effect of rational sets in promotÍng concept learning at
the formal level, should make the time spent ín desígning such sets
worthwhile to mathematics teachers and developers of geometric insËructional
mater ials.

Secondly, sixth-grade students of all 1evels of mathematical ability
can acquÍre high levels of attainment of geometríc concepts with proper
instruction. Some students who studied ratÍonal sets of examples and

nonexamples, and who r^rere rated. r'lowt' in mathematical ability, were able
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to score very highly on the formal level subtest. Very often teachers

tend to expose students of supposedly "lour" abílity to inferior content,

clairning that such students cannot cope wiËh high 1eve1 tasks. The

results of this research serve to question such practice.

In teaching a geometríc concept to sixth-grade students, teachers

need to spend some tíme preparíng ratíonal sets of examples and nonexamples

of the concept, and discuss the instances 
.in terms of the crÍtícal and

variable attributes of the concept" hlith such ínstructíon, students

of all levels of mathematical abí1íty can devefop the generalization and

díscrimination skills necessary for higher levels of concept attainment.

Thirdly, to the extent that geometríc concept instances in some

textbooks are arranged in some random order, then too much dependence

on such textbooks may be detrimental to the development of hígher levels
of concept at.tainment." The resulËs of thís research, and results of
other studíes (McMurray et al. L977; Tennyson et a1., 1975: Tennyson

et al., 1981), suggest thal such random arrangements may be unproductive

in facilíÈaling concept acquisitíon.

rf the teaching/learning of geometríc concept is to be improved,

then in cases where textbooks do not approprÍately present instances of
geometric concepts, teachers need to become wíllíng to supplement such

textbook materials wírh other instructional materíals rvhich reflect Ídeas

surroundí-ng the design of rational sets of examples and nonexamples.

Such instructional materials could then be íncorporated into classroom

discussions when teachíng geometric concepts.
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Recommendations

Recommendations are advanced below regarding the teachÍng of
geomeËríc concepts to sixth-grade students, and for further research.

1. rn preparing to teach a geometric concept, the conceptfs structure
should be examined for critical and variable attríbutes. A definition
of the concept should then be prepared in teïms,of the critical
attributes. A pool of exarnples and nonexamples should then be prepared

and arranged ín rational sets; to avoid extensive use of paper, charts
and transparencies for overhead projectors rnay be employed in arranging
rational sets.

2" In teachíng a geometríc concept, students should fírst be allowed Ëo

do exploratory work regarding the concept. Subsequent discussions among

teacher and pupils should focus on the critical and variable attribuÈes
of the concept' Rationar sets of exampres and nonexamples should be

presented to the students and discussed Ín terms of the critical
attributes of the concept.

3' Textbook writers, and designers of curriculum/instructional materials,
should ernploy as many of the ideas surround.ing the desÍgn of rational
sets as possÍble, when presenting geometric concepts.

4" In selecting textbooks, and other printed ínstructional materials,
to be used in teaching geomettic concepts, preference should be given
to those Èextbooks/materials which more closely reflect Ëhe ideas

surrounding the design of rational sets"

The followíng recommendatÍons relate to further research.

5" This study shourcl be replícated using other geometric concepts' in
order to check the nonsignificant result at the crassifícatoïy 1evel"
6. rn this research, efforts r,vere made to control the effects of the
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prematerial ínstructíon. Hence, the same/sirnilar activities r^rere provided

for both groups. rt Ís conceívable, however, that the nature of the

premateríal instruction could ínteract with the method of presentíng

concept instances in promoting concept at.tainmenË behavior. Hence,

instead of controlling the prematerj-al instruction, a study should be

conducted in which the nature of the prematerial instructíon serves as an

ÍndependenË varÍable to be manipulated along with Ëhe method of presentÍng

concept ínstances.

7. The interactíon between mathematical ability and the method of
presenting concept ínstances on concept attainment behavior, should be

further examined usíng a more reliable measure of mathematical abí1ity;
such as, performance on a standarð.Lzed, test" on the basís of thís
research, it is hypothesized that there would be no signíficant ínter-
actíon; ratíona1 sets of examples and nonexamples would be more

effectíve at all levels of mathematical abilíty.

B. Though the interaction was not significant, an inteïestÍng result
was observed on the formal 1evel subtest. The mean differences in
performance bet\,,/een experimental and control groups for subjects of
high and low abilÍty, were substantíally higher than the mean dífference
for average ability subjects. Further research involving the interaction
between the method of presenting concept ínstances and the mathernatical

abí1ity of subjects should. investígate whether there ís any evidence

of this result

9. Research comparing the effects of rational sets versus randomly

arranged sets of teachíng examples and nonexamples should also focus on

other mathematical concepLs besiiles geometric concept-s" The notion of
rational sets rnay be applied. to any mathematical concept for r,¿hich

examples and nonexamples can be specifíed.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of the Results of the preliminary
Pilot Study: phase One
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Table A-1

Results on ftems at the Concrete and
Identity Levels of Concept Attaínment

Number of
Items Correct

Number of
Students

Percent of
Sample

9

8

7

6 or less

27

9

B

6

s4

1B

T6

T2

Note" 1) I4axÍrnum number of items = 9.
of grade 5 students = 50.

2) Total number

Table A-2

Results on Items at the Classifícatory
and Formal Levels of Concept AtËainment:

Test Form A

Concept

Results for Selected Scores

ClassifÍcatory Level Formal Level
Equilateral Triangle

Quadrilateral

Parallelogram

No. of ítems/lnstances=3
247" (of. studenLs) scored 0
72% scored I
64% scored at least 2

No. of items=3
28% scored 0
2BZ scored 1
44% scored at

least 2

No. of items=4
68% scored less

than 2"

No, of items=l0
24% scored 0
32% scored I
BBZ scored

3 or less

No.
40"Á

60"a

No,
)/,o/

4B%

52"Á

of items/instances=13
scored less than 7
scored at least B

of items/instances=lO
scored 0
scored below 6
scored at least 6

Note. Number of grade 5 students taking Test Form A = 25"
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Table A-3

Results on ltems at the ClassÍficafory and Formal
Levels of Concept AtÈaínment: Test Form B

Concept

Results for Selected Scores

Classificatory Level Formal Level

Equilateral Triangle

Quadrilateral

Parallelogram

No" of items/ínstances=3
48% scored 1 or less
527. scored at least 2

No items at this 1evel.

No. of items/insÈances=l7
40"/" scored below 4
64% scored below 10
36% scored at least 10

No. of ítems=2
60% scored 0
36% scored 1
4% scored 2

No" of items=7
No students

scored above 4
727" scored below 2

No. of items=lO
No student scored

above 6
64% scored below 2
96% scored below 4

No te. Number of students taking Test Form B = 25"
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APPENDIX B

rnstructions/Guidelínes given to class Teachersfor the Premateríal Instruction and for
Adminis tering Instruments
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Day 1:

Day 2z

Day 3:

SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES

Prematerial Instruction

Administer Instructional Materials

Administer Posttest

DAY 1: PREMATERIAL INSTRUCTION

Ihe following introductory activities and discussion r+ould be

organized/directed by the class teacher.

0bj e ctive s

The sÈudents r¿il1 be able to identify the following characterisÈics

of a parallelogram:

1. Parallelograms are 4-sided figures.

2. Each pair of opposite sides of any parallelogram is parallel and of

equal length.

3. Parallelograms are plane figures.

4. Parallelograms are simple closed figures

Procedure

1. Divide students ínto groups of 3. Give each group the worksheet with

4 examples of parallelograms. Ask the studenËs to write dovm: (a) how

they are alike, and (¡) tow they are different. children may use any

geometrical ínstruments they wish. Give students about 20 minutes.

Suggestions for assist ing students. If sÈudents ind icate that they

do not knov'z hor¿ to proceed, the teacher may instruct them Ëo:

(a) Measure the sides of each figure to see which sides are of

equal lengÈh; look Ëo see which sides are parallel.

(b) Examíne the angles to see which are equal and how the angles

differ.
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2. Conduct a 1-arge group discussion in which the teacher serves as a

facilitator. LeÈ students talk about their findings; that is, how the

shapes are alike and differenÈ.

Sugges Èions for assisting students.

(a) The teacher should refer oNLy ro rhe ÐGMpLES oN THE WORKSHEET

to reinforce or clarify the characteristics of the parallelogram

as outlined in the objectives.

(b) The examples on the worksheer should also be used to draw

students attention to irrelevant attributes - for example, the

kinds/sizes of angles, the length of the sídes, and orientation

on the page.

NOTE. Ihe teacher should NOT show nonexamples of any characteristic

(the purpose of this study is to determíne which type of instructional

materials better clarifies the terms and assists children in discriminatíng

nonexamples of the concept).

This sectíon should last about 15 minutes.

3. At the end of the discussion, the major characteristics (see

objectives) are to be listed on the chalkboard. Have students r,¡rite dov¡n

the characteristics on their worksheets.

4. All worksheets should be collected at the end of the session.

DAY 2: ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1. The name of each student would be written on an instructional booklet

by the researcher prior to the start of the study. Students r¿ould be

required to study their respective booklets INDIVIDUALLY. Teachers should

only assist students in reading difficult r¿ords.
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2. The maxirmrm time allovsed for r¿orking through the booklet ¡vould be

35 minutes. In order to ensure that each student spends a reasonable

amount of time on his/her booklet, the MINIMIIM time allowed would be 15

minutes. Students who claim to fini sh in less Èhan 15 minutes should be

encouraged to read through their booklets again.

3. At the end of the session ALL Èhe instruct.ional booklets should be

collected.

Instructions to Students

To be read to the students by the class teacher before they commence

studying the instmctional materials:

1. Each student should v¿ork individually.

2, Begin by reading very carefully the definition and d.irections on

the cover page.

3. Do Nor hurry through your booklet. study each page very carefully.
Read each page at least twice. (A note to the t.eacher: at this point

the teacher should refer the students to the first page of their
L^^1-1^!_ \
U(JUKIC Lsi . ,iI

Follow the sequence of numbers beside the diagrams on each page. That

is. after s tudyine fi gure 1, study figure 2, then figures 3 and 4

and so on.

You may turn back and forth through your bookleÈ as often as you

wish.

I,lhen you have finished studying the booklet, please raise your hand.

You ¡,¡i11 be allor¿ed to read something while the oÈher students con-

4

tinue working. However, you should Èake at leas t 15 minutes studying

the material before you ask Èo be allowed to read something else.
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DAY 3: ADMINISTERING THE POSTTEST

After distributing the test booklets, the teacher should:

1. Ensure that studenÈs write their full names on the cover page,

2. Read the letter/instructions on the cover page to the students.

3. Students should do the test individually. The teacher should only

assist students ín reading dífficulÈ words.

4. Ttre maximum time allowed for the test would be 30 minutes. Students

who finish the test before the above time should be provided with

reading material while the other students continue working.
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BA

I.JORKSHEET

Here are some shapes. They are all called PARALLELOGRAMS.

Examine then closely.

D

Please ansrìrer these quest ions. l^Irite your ansv¡ers in the

space below.

HOW ARX T1IE SHAPES ALIKE? HOW ARE THEY DIFFERENT?

C
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APPENDIX C

The Treatment Materials
1. The Experimental Treatment
2. The Control TreatmenË
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In this

called a

lesson you

ra1 1elo

1. The Experimental Trea tment

GEOMETRY

will learn about a

ram and is defined

special kind of figure. Ir is
as follows:

about

A parallelogram is a four-sided figure with each pair of
opposite sides paralle1 and of equal lengÈh.

You wÍl1 learn sÍx important things about paralJ_elograms.

1. Parallelograms have four straight sides.

2. Each pair of opposite sides is parallel.

3. Each pair of opposite sides is of equal length.
Parallelograms are:

4. plane

5, closed

6. sirnple

You will need to rearn and remember these sÍx important things
parallelograms.

Turn the page.
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STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

21

3

5

Figure 1 is a parellogram.

Figure 3 is a paral1ellogram.

Figure 5 is a parallelogram.

Figure 7 ís a parallelogram.

Figure 2 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is open. A parallelogram
is a closed figure.

Figure 4 is NOT a parallelogram
because it does not have four straight
s ides .

Figure 6 is NOT a parallelogram
because each pair of opposite sides
is not parallel and of equal length.

Figure 8 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has only Èhree sides. A
parallelogram has four (4) sides.

4

6

7 I
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Figure 9 is a parallelogram.

11.

Figure 11 is a parallelogram.

13.

Figure 13 is a parallelogram.

t_5.

Figure 15 is a parallelogram.

r22

STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

10.

Figure 10 ís NOT a parallelogram
because each pair of opposite sides
is not parallel and of equal length.

L2,

Figure 12 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has five sides. A
parallelogram has four (4) sides.

14.

Figure 14 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure. A
parallelogram is a simple figure.

1L

Figure 16 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is open. A parallelogram
has closed sides.
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17.

Figure 17 is a parallelogram

19.

Figure 19 is a parallelogram.

27.

Figure 21 is a parallelogram.

23.

Figure 23 ís a parallelogram.

STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

18.

20

Figure 20 is NOT a parallelogram
because it represents a solid. A
parallelogram is a plane figure.

22.

Figure 22 ís NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure.
parallelogram is a simple figure.

Figure 18 is NOT a parallelogram
because it does not have four straight
s ides .

A

') /,

Figure 24 ís NOT a parallelogram
because each pair of opposite sides
is not parallel and of equal length.
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25.

Figure 25 is a parallelogram.

27.

Figure 27 ís a parallelogram.

10

Figure 29 ís a parallelogram.

31.

Figure 31 is a parallelogram.

STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

26.

Figure 26 ís NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure.
parallelogram is a simple figure.

28

A

Figure 28 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has six sides. A
parallelogram has four (4) sides.

30.

'1,2

Figure 30 is NOT a parallelogram
because it represents a solid. A
parallelogram is a plane figure.

Figure 32 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure.
parallelogram is a simple figure.

A
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You will norl-see some figures. your task will be to tell if eachfigure is a paralrelogram. raãr¡ time you ,"ã , iigure, ask yourself thefollowing six questions. rf you can answer yES to alr síx questions, it.isa parallelogram. rf you answer No to any of the six qr"rai"i"r-it i".,ot.

closed figure?
sinple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
paír of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposÍte sides of equal length?

Is it a parallelogram? YES NO

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides paral1e1?
pair of opposite sides of equal length?

Is it a parallelogram? YES NO

I
2
3
4
5
6

Is ít a
Is it a
Isita
Does it
Is each
Is each

Isita
Is it a
Isita
Does it
Is each
Is each

Is it a
Is it a
Is it a
Does it
Is each
Is each

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

I
2

3
4

5
6

I
2

3
4

5
6

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of equal length?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES . NO

YES. NO

Is it a parallelogram? YES NO

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane fígure?

Is it a parallelograrn? YES NO

NOI.J TI]RN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU ARE RIGHT.

I
2
3

YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO



Below you will find the anshrers to
r¿hich you got rÀrrong very carefully.
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the questions. Study the questions

I
2
3
4
5
6

1
2

3
4
5
6

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sídes parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides ãf equal length?

@
ffiu

ffi
YES

Is it a parallelogram? NO

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of equal length?

Is it a parallelogram? NO

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sídes of equal lengÈh?

fsita
Isita
Isita
Does it
Is each
Is each

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

ffi

1

2

3
4

5
6

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Is it a parallelogram? YES

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane figure?

Is it a parallelogram? vrs (fri

@
1

2
3

@
YES
YES I

YES
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You will now see some figures
figure is a parallelogram. saãh ti
six questions. If you can answer
If you ans!¡er NO to any of the six

. Your task will be to tell if each
me you see a figure, ask yourself the following
YES to all six questions, it is a paraltelograñ.
questions, it is not.

1

2
3
4
5
6

Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides paralle1?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
ls it a simple figure?
elogram? YES NO

YES
YES

lengt.h ? YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOIs it a para1l

1

2

3
4
5
6
r

. Does it have four straight sides?

. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?

. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal

. Is it a closed figure?

. Is it a plane figure?

. Is it a simple figure?
allelogram? yES NO

YES NO

YES NO

length? YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NOIsita pa

1. Does it
2. Is each
3. Is each
4. Isita
5. Isita
6. Is it a

Is it a parallelogram?

have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides para1le1?
pair of opposite sides of equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

I
2

3
4
5
6

Does it have four straight sídes?
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple figure?
-l^--^*t uFô rr^urv6teu¡¡ ¡¡fù tlu

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOTc it r noralls rg!sr¡

NOW TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU ARE RIGHT.



Below you will find the answers
you goÈ htrong very carefully.
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to the questions. Study the questions which

ar

I
2
3
4
5
6

itap

Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane fígure?
Is it a simple figurel

allelogram? vËS @

YES
length? YES

YES
YES

1 ength ? S

NO

ß
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

@

rñò
Àõi
ap)
NO

ffi

H
YES

Is

Is it a para

Isita

1

2

3

4
5
6

Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple figure?
llelogram? Vtt @

1. Does it have four straight sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
parallelogram? 

- 
vãS @

Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal 1_ength?
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a sinple fi re?

Is it a parallelogram? NO

NO

NO

1

2
3
4
5
6

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

rES
q.E
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You will now see some figures. your task will be to te1l if eachfigure ís a parallelogram. Each time you see a figure, ask yourself the followingsix questions. If you can ansrr¡er YES to all six t,resiions, it is a paralr"ioár.rr.If you answer NO to any of the six questions, it is not.

1. Does it
2. Is each
3. Is each
4. Is ir a
5. Isita
6. Is it a

Is it a parallelogram?

Is it a parall

have four straight sídes?
pair of opposiÈe sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

Does it have four straight sides? yES
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel? yES
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length? yES
Is it a closed figure? yES
Is it a plane figure? yES
Is it a simple figure? yES
elogram? YES NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

I
2

3
4
5
6

1

2

3

4
5
6

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

Does it
Is each
Is each
Isita
Isita
Isita

Is it a parallelogram?

Is it a parall

have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides paralle1?
pair of opposite sides of equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

I
2

3
4

5
6

Does it have four straight sides? yES
Is each pair of opposite sides parallel? yES
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal lengrh? yES
Is it a closed figure? yES
Is it a plane figure? yES
Is it a simnl c f iottra? vDc

- - --r IDù
elogram? YES NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOW TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU ARE RIGHT.
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Below you will find the answers to the questions. Study the questions which
you got wrong very carefully.

Isita

Isita

Isita

Is

1. Does it have four straight sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
parallelogram? vËs @
1. Does it have four straighr sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides para11eL?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
parallelogram? @ No

1. Does it have four straight. sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6, Is it a sinple figure?
parallelogram? vËs @
1. Does it have four straight sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?

YESI
áB'
M'ó

ffi
@
@
YES
YES
lÇËlt

@
fñ)
ffi
ffiq,

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

1Ñò

@
NO

NO

NO

B
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
l\tnt ¡^ !t ^ -:--1^ c:-..-^ou. I¡i IL ¿'' Þr¡lPrts r¡Ëurs¡

it a parallelogram? (çE-S) NO\-/
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In this lesson you will

2. The Control Treatment

GEOMETRY

learn about a

and is defined

special kind of figure. IE is
cal1ed a para11e1o gram as follows

A parallelogram is

sides parallel and

a four-sided figure with each pair of'opposite

of equal length.

You will learn six important things about parallelograms.

1. Parallelograms have four straight sides.

2. Each pair of opposiEe sides is parallel.

3. Each pair of opposite sides is of equal length.

Parallelograms are:

4. plane

5. closed

6. simple

You will need to learn and remember these six important Ehings about

parallelograms.

Turn Èhe page.
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21

ììigurc 1 is NOT a parallelogranr
because each paír of opposite sides
is nou parallel and of equal length.

STTIDY TIIESE FIGUR]IS CARIÌI,'ULI,Y

4

Figure 2 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is open. A parallelogram
is a closed fígure.

3

5

Figure 3 is a parallelogram

!-igure -5 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has only three sicles.
A pa::allelograrn has four (4) sides.

Figure 4 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure. A
parallelogram is a simple figrrre.

6.

7

Figure 7 is NOT a parallelogram
because í.t represents a solid. A
parallelograrn is a plane figure.

Figure 6 is a parallelogram.

Figure I is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure. A
parallelogram is a simple figure.

8
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Figure 9 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is open. A parallelogram
has closed sides.

11.

Figure 11 is a parallelogram.

13.

Figure 13 is a parallelogram.

15.

Figure 15 is a parallelogram.

133

STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

10.

Figure 10 is NOT a parallelogram
because it represents a solid. A
parallelogram is a plane figure.

12.

Figure L2 ís NOT a parallelogram
because each pair of opposite sides
is not parallel and of equal length.

14.

Figure 14 is a parallelogram.

16.

Figure 16 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has six sides. A parallelogram
has only four (4) sides.
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17.

STUDY THESE FTGURES CAREFULLY

18.

Figure 18 is a parallelogram.

20.

Figure 17 is NOT a parallelogram
because it does not have foui
straight sides.
19.

Figure 19 is a parallelogram.

2T

Figure 2I ís a parallelogram. Figure 22 ís a parallelogram.

23. 24

Figure 23 ís a parallelogram

Figure 20 is NOT a parallelogram
because each pair of opposite sidesis not parallel and of ãqual lengrh

))

Figure 24 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figuie.
A parallelogram is a simple figure.
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25.

Figure 25 is NOT a parallelogram
because it does not have four
straight sides.

27.

Figure 27 is a parallelogram.

STUDY THESE FIGURES CAREFULLY

26.

Figure 26 is a parallelogram.

28.

Figure 28 is NOT a parallelogram
because it is a complex figure. A
parallelogram is a simple figure.

Figure 32 is NOT a parallelogram
because it has five sides. A
parallelogram has four (4) sides.

29. 30.

Figure 29 is a parallelogram. Figure 30 is a parallelogram.

31. 32.

Figure 31 is a parallelogram.
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You will now see some figures. your task will be to tell if eactrfigure-is a parallelogram. naãrr time you see a figure, ask yourserf thefollowing six questions. rf you can answer yES to-ar1 six questions, it.isa pararl-elogram. rf you answer No to any of the si" q""rtiJr", rt is not.

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides paral1e1?
pair of opposite sides of equal length?

YES NO

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of oppòsite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of egual length?

Is it a parallelogram? YES IiO

Is it a
Is it a
Is it a
Does it
Is each
Is each

Is it a parallelogram?

Is it a
Is it a
Isita
Does it
Is each
Is each

Is it a
Is it a
Is it a
Does it
Is each
I.s each

closed figure?
simpLe figure?
plane figure?
have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides para1le1?
pair of opposite sides of equal length?

I
2

3
4
5
6

I
2

3
4
5
6

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

NO

IVJ

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

¡¡0
NO

1

2
3
4

5
6

YES
YES

YES
YËS
YES
YES

NO

NO

I'jo
NC

NO

NO

Is it a parallelograr.r? YES NO

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a sinple figure?
Is it a plane figure?

Is it a parallelogram? YES NO

NOI{ TLIRI.; TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU ARE RIGHT.

t
2

3

YES N'O

YES NO

YES NO



Below you will find the ans\^/ers
¡,¡hich you got tvrong very carefully.

737

to the questions. Study the questions

I
2

3
4
5
6

Isita
Isita
Isita
Does it
Is each
Is each

closed figure?
simple figure?
plane figure?
have four straighË sides?
pair of opposite sides paral1el?
pair of opposite sicles of eqlral leng th?

NO

t'r-0

NO

NO

NO

NO

Is it a parallelograrn?

Isita
Isita
Is it a
Does it
Is each
Is each

Is it a parallelogram?

Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane figure?

Is it a parallelogram? YES

NO

NO

closcd figure?
simple figure?
plane figurc?
have f our strai ght sictes?
pair of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sicles of equal length?

YES

@
Is it a closed figure?
Is it a simple figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides paralle1?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?

Is it a parallelogram?

1

2

3
4

5
6

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

1

2

3
4
5
6

Y S

NO

l'¡0
NO

ffi
@

YES
YES

I
2

3

@ NOIYES
YES

YES,
'YES

YES
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You will now s
figur:e is a paralLe
six questions. If
If you ansç¡er N0 to

ee some
logram.
you can
any of

Does it
Is each
Is each
Isita
Isita
Isita

ls rt a parallelogram?

Isitapa

Is it a paraIl

Does it
Is each
Is each
Is it a
Isita
isita

figures. Your task will be to tell if each
Each time you see a figure, ask yourself the forlowingans\{er YES to all six questions, it is a parall"lograr.the six questions, it is not.

NO

NC)

I
2
3
4
5
6

have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides parallel?pair of gpposire si¿es àf equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

have four straight sjdes?
pair of opposite sides para1lel?
pair of opposire siaes åf equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

YES

YES
length? YES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

length? yES

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

t. Does it have four straight sides?
?. Is each pair of opposirã sides parallel?3. Is each pair of opposire si¿es àf equal4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
rallelogram? yES NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

1

2

3
4
5
6

Does it have four straight sides?Is each pair of oppositã sicles parallel?Is each paír of opposite sides of equalIs it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple figure?
elogram? yES NO

NO

NO

NO

I
2

3
4
5
o

NC)

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOIs rt a parallelogram?

NOW TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEI IF YOU ART RIGHT.
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BeLow you will find the answers
you got r.rrong very carefully.

to the questions. Study the questions which

Does it
Is each
Is each
Isita
Isita
Isita

Is it a parallelogram? YES

Is it

have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides paralle1?
air of opposite sides of equal
losed figure?
lane figure?
imple figure

I
2
3
4
5
6

I
2

3

4
5
6

ap

p
c
P
s

YES
length? YES

@

ffi NO

NO

. Does it have four straight sides?

. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?

. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?. Is it a closed figure?

. Is it a plane figure?

. Is it a simple figu
arallelogram? yES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

@

Isita

I
2

3
4
5
6

P

1

2

3
4
5
6

Pisita aral ieiogram?

re?

Is it a simple fi re?

Does it have four straight sides?
Is each pair of opposite sides paralleI?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple figure?
llelogram? yES @

. Does it have four straight sicles?

. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?

. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal 1ength?. Is it a closed figure?

. Is it a plane figure?

YES

YES
YES

Y S

o
NO

NOara

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
NO
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You will now see some figrrres. Your task will be to tell if eachfi[lure is a parallelogram. Each time you see a figure, ask yourself the fotlowingsix quesÈions. If you can answer YES to all six questions, iÈ is a parallelogram.If you ansv¡er NO to any of the six questions, it is not.

1. Does it
2. Is each
3. Is each
4. Is it a
5. Is it a
6. Is it a

Is it a paralleLogram?

1. Does it
2. Is each
3. Is each
4. Is it a
5. Isita
6. Is it a

Is it a parallelogram?

Isitapa

have four strâight sides?
pair of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

have four straight sides?
pair of opposite sides parallel?
pair of opposite sides of equal
closed figure?
plane figure?
simple figure?

YES NO

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

length? YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

1. Does ir have four straight sides? y¡S NO2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel? yES NO3. Is each paír of opposite sides of equal 1ength? yES NO
4. Is it a closed figure? yES NO5. Is it a plane figure? yES NO6. Is ít a simple figure? yES NO
rallelogram? YES NO

1. f¡oes it have four straight sides?
2. Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
3. Is each pair of opposite sides of equal
4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
rallelogram? YES N0

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NOIsitapa

I\¡OW TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE TO SEE IF YOU ARE RIGIIT.



Below you will find the answers
you got wrong very carefully.

I4I

to the questions. Study the questions which

Does it have four straight sides?Is each pair of opposite sides parallel?
Is each pair of opposite sides of equal length?Is it a closed figure?
Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple figure?
llelogram? yES @

5. Is it a plane figure?
Is it a simple fi re?Is it a parallelogram? NO

Is it

Isita

1. Does it have four straight sides?
?. Is each pair of opposítã sides parallel?
?. Is each pair of opposire sides åf equal 1engrh?4. Is ir a closed filure?

I
2

3
4
5
6

Y S

NO

NO

1mt

@
NO

Is it a para NO

6

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

I
1. Does it have four straight sides?
?. Is each pair of oppositã sides parallel?
?. Is each pair of opposiÈe sides åt "qrri lengrh?4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is it a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?

a paralletogram? yES 
CNI)

I. Does it have four straight sides?
?. Is each pair of oppositã sides parallel?
?. Is each pair of opposite sides ãf equal lengrh?4. Is it a closed figure?
5. Is ít a plane figure?
6. Is it a simple figure?
paralletogram? FE) NO

NO

S

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

E

YES
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APPENDIX D

The Posttest and Answer Key
1. The posttest
2. The Answer Key
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1. The Posttest

GEOMETRY TEST

Name:

Schoo 1

Grade

Dear S tudent :

The purpose of Èhis test is to find out how much you have rearned
about the geome.ry topics which you have been studying. please try
your best on the Èest and attempt all questions.

Read the instructions for each question very carefully. when
ansr'üering the questions, circle f-l Èhe letter beside the correct ansv/er.
You have 30 minutes to do the test.

Thank you.

Osmond pet ty
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1. This figure ]-SA

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

trapezoid .

parallelogram

square.

rectangle.

rhombus .

2 Which figure is a parallelogram?

A D

EB

C



3 hlhich one of these is not a parallelogram?

A

Identify ALL the para11e1
letter beside the diagram

r45

ograms in the diagrams below by circling the

D

EB

C

4

A E

FB

GC

HD
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5 rdentify ALL the diagrams below ¡,¡hich are Nor pararlelograms bycircling Ëhe letter beside the diagram. rJ

A E

B

C

F

G

D H



6 Decide whether each figure is
parallelogram, circle yES. Ifcircle NO.

I47

isaa parallelogram. If you think it

A

you think it is not a parallelogram,

YES NO

G

YES NO

H

YES NO

I

YES NO

J

YES NO

F

B

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

C

D

E
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7 hlhich drawing is a closed figure?

A
D

B

c

E

8 L¡hich drawing has four straight sides ?

A
D

9 trrhich drawing has two pairs of parallel s ides ?

A

B
E

C

D

E
B

C
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10 trlhich drawing has each pair of opposite sides equal in length?

A D

EB

C

11. !'rhich drawing represents a plane f igure?

A D

L2. Lrhat term correctly describes all three figures?

All three figures are:
A. horizontal.
B. closed.
C. soIid.
D. quadrilaterals.
E. right-angled.

B

C

E



1s0

13. which figure has each pair of opposite sides equal and pararlel?

A

14. I{hich drawing is a simple f igure?

A

D

EB

C

D

EB

C
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of the other
es that

15. The drawing X has a property that is not present in anvdrawings. llhich one of the ior1o"i"ã ffirå-."r"-aå;"r*property?

A. X is a plane figure.

B. X is a complex figure.

C. X has no curve.

D. X is a closed figure.

E. X has no right angles.

x

16' The,rar,¡ing x has a property t'at is not present i. g'y of theother clrawings. which or," oi the for1ffin[ staËements describesthat property?

A. X is a plane figure.

B. X is a four-sided figure.

C. X is a small figure"

D. X has straight lines.

E. X is a simple figure.
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L7.

X

The drarvi
drawings.
property?

A. X has four thin sides.

B. X has right angles.

C. X has all sides equal in length.
D. X is an open figure.

E. X has each pair of opposite sides parallel.

X

"å T -hr" a property that is not presentL¡hich one of the iolloring ffitemenrs
in any of the other

describes that

18. The drawing x has a propert, ah:_a i: ,r=oa_ presenr rl ry of rhe orherdrawings. trrhich g of rn" 
"t"t"mentsJãrår¿ descrrbes that property?

A. X has opposite sides parallel and equal.
B. X has no right angles.

C. X has each pair of opposite sides paralIel.
D. X is a four-sided figure

E. X is horizontal.
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I II

19. ALL of the drawings in group I have 
_a 

propert, affi
å:"å:l':: :i:.ï:*:::ri; 

-Àl''ip"rr' 
mrictr' o¡rn' oi't'" roiio"í;;-;"'*"

A. Closed

B. Plane

C. Complex

D. open

E. Solid

I II

20, 1l! .1" drawings in group I havALL of the drawirrg" i., g.o.rp ifments describes that próperiy?

e a property Èhat is NOT present in. tlhich ONE of rhe fo11o"i"e-";"."_

A. Contain four right angles.

B. Each pair of opposiÈe sides is straight.
C. Each pair of opposite sides is perpendicular.
D. Each pair of opposite sides is parallel and equal.
E. All the drawings are vertical.
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I II

2I.

A. Open

B. Vertical

C. Right-angled

D. Slanting

E. Simple

22. ALL of the drawíngs in grin ALL of rhe arawings in
describes that prop"ityt

A. Right-angled

B. Closed

C. Simple

D. plane

E. SmalI

oup I h1y" r property rhat is NOT presenrgroup II. h/hich ONE of Èhe following terms

ALL of the drawings in group I hin ALL of rhe drawings i" ;;;p--describes that property?
::u " property thar is NOT presenrII. I./hích ONE of rhe follo"i.,g-i"*"

I II
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select

All parallelograms

A. are of the same size.
B. are of medium size.

C. are plane figures.

D. have four equal sides.

E. are smal1 figures.

24 All parallelograms

A. have four equal angles.

B. have four equal sides.

C. have a slanting shape.

D. are right-ang1ed.

E. are closed fígures.

25. NOT all parallelograms are

A. four-sided figures.

B. simple figures.

C. closed fígures.

D. thin-sided figures.

E. plane figures.

All parallelograms are

A' plane cl0sed four-sided figures r¿ith four right angles.
B' plane cl0sed four-sided figures wiÈh four equal angles.
c' 

:#:i.open 
four-sided figures ¡^¡iÈh each pair of opposire sides

D' 
:iã:: :il:ï'"i;";;:"'ii:,rigures wirh each pair or opposite

E' plane cl0sed four-sided figures with four equal sides.

For each of the following iterns,the statement. the best answer to complete

23

26
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27. A1l parallelograms have

A. four right angles.

B. four sides of equal length.
C. opposite sides equal.

D. thin sides.

E. vertícal sides .

28 All parallelograms do NOT have

A. four sides.

B. a slanting shape.

C. closed sides .

D. a plane shape.

E. four angles.

NOT all parallelograms have

A. opposite sides equa1.

B. opposite sides para11e1.

C. a plane shape.

D. four right angles.

E. a simple closed shape.

30. A1l plane closed 4_sided figures with opposite sides equal and

29

para1lel are cal1ed

A. rectangles.

B. squares.

C. parallelograms.

D. ihombuses.

E. trapezoids.
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2. The Answer Key

1

2

3

4

B

A

E

Examples ! A, B, C, F,H

Nonexamples: DrE,G

Examples: B,CrH

Nonexamples: A, D, E, F,

Yes: A, E, G

No: B,C,D,F,H,I,J

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

2r.

)')

23.

24.

25.

26.

¿/.

28.

29.

30.

E

E

A

B

D

E

B

C

F

D

D

C

B

D

C

5

6

G

7. E

8. D

9, C

10. D

11. A

12. B

13. B

14. A

15. D
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APPENDIX E

Statístics and Formulas used ín Estimatíngpower and partial Omega Sq.rrr"dl. Estimatíng power o- -r
2. Estirnating partíal Omega Squared
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= st f r(u 2

1 Estímatín Power

a
2

0A

Levels of
Concept Attainmenc

The estí¡nate of effect size used was 40, defined according to
Keppel (IgB2) as follows:

s/a

where s'is the sample size, a is the number of treaEments, p.Ís the
treatment means' ¡r is the average of, the ui,", and o 

tto r" tnJ pop,rrarion
variance estimated by the within_groups variance. Table F shorvs the
relevant data for the power analysis using the results of the pi10t
s tudy.

Table A-4

Treatment Means and Within_groupsVariance for Scores on Subtests Base¿-on pifot Study

Means
Exp cr r¡¡tenEa-L Control

Irtrithin-groups
Variance

Class Í ficatory
Formal

Note.

26.92

14 .63
25. 12

13.04
13.58

22.49

N=24 for each group

rhe expected total number of subjects Ín both schools (y and z)
was 108; thus, it was expected that each treatment group ¡¡ould contai.n
54 subjects' Hence, v¿íth s=54 and.05 1eve1 0f signífícance, 00 forthe subtests at the classÍfÍcatory and formal levels was 1.g5 and 1.26respectÍvely' The power functíons of the F-distrÍbution (Keppel , rg'2)

showed that the estinates of statlstical povüer for Èhe classificatory
and formal levels ú'ere approximately .78 and .50 respectively.
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Because of the a priorí nature of power analysis, the above povüerestimates must be subjected to ,conditional interpretation, (Cohen,
1973) as follows: For a test with .05 level of significance, usingn=54 subjects per treatment group, if the effect size for Ëhe classifÍ_catory and formal levels subtests be gÍven by 1"85 and 1.26 respectlvely,then the statistical power would be -78 and .,50 respectively. Further,as noted by Keppel (LgB2), the po!/er estimates are based on the^ assump_tion that the treatment effects in the populati.on and the populationvariance can be c10se1y estimated by the treatment means and withÍn_groupsvariance from the pi10t study" This may or may not be a valid assumptionbecause of the exploratory nature of pilot work.
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2 Estimating Par t ial Omega Squared

l"faxwe11

follows:

^lu)

dfeffect (F"tr"". - 1)

et aI. (1981, p. 530) define partlal omega squared as

"ff""t 
(Feffecr-1)+N

where df = degrees of freedom, F = co[puted F ratio¡ and ¡ = total sample
s].ze.

. 
rnterpretat'on of the esËimate of partial 0mega squared assumes

equal group s'zes. since treatment groups were unequal (n=52 for theexperÍmental group, and n=53 for the control group), N was taken to ber04; that Ís, 52 subjects per group. The resulting estimate ofpartial .mega squared was therefore slightly conservatÍve.
From Tabls 13' df"ffuct = 1, and Feffect = 7.56. substituti-ng

these values in the formula above gÍves a value of .06.

partial df




